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Civility in the 2018 U.S. Senate Debates  

Robert G. Boatright, Clark University and National Institute for Civil Discourse 
 
Candidate debates are not a requirement in American elections, but we have long had a norm that 
candidates should debate each other at least once during their campaigns for office.  These 
debates serve a dual purpose:  for voters, they are an opportunity to learn about candidates’ 
views on political issues. For candidates, debates are an important opportunity during a 
campaign to persuade undecided voters to support them.   
 
Often, these two sets of incentives conflict.  While we have ample public opinion data that 
suggests voters prefer candidates to interact in a respectful, civil fashion, it is often tempting for 
candidates to use debates to produce sound bites in which they seem to triumph over their 
opponents.  Although voters may claim they want civility, we also want debates to be exciting. 
Many of the most memorable moments from past presidential debates were devastating one-
liners or embarrassing miscues.  Voters support for the various 2016 presidential candidates 
bounced about wildly during the primaries in response to their debate performance, and one 
legacy of the Donald Trump campaign was the success of his rhetorical jabs against his 
opponents. 
 
Given these problems, how can we best call upon candidates to behave in a civil fashion?  In 
early 2016 – before either party had chosen its presidential nominees – the National Institute for 
Civil Discourse (NICD) developed a set of standards for presidential debates.  These standards 
were developed through consultation with a wide range of political experts, current and former 
officeholders, past candidates for office, and interested citizens.  These standards were developed 
in part out of our own curiosity – what do citizens believe constitutes a civil debate?  They were 
also developed in order to influence debate moderators and to influence post-debate media 
coverage.  Our hope was that if we can work to quantify the things that citizens believe are civil, 
or uncivil, ways of debating, we might be better able to measure debate performance and to 
compare different debates in terms of their civility. 
 
Debate moderators have a particularly important role to play here.  There is no established norm 
about how moderators should respond to candidate incivility.  Is it appropriate for moderators to 
call candidates our on their violations?  To pursue a line of questioning if candidates are not 
responding?  To ensure that candidates are given questions that will lead to substantive answers?  
While the public may take debate performance into account in making voting decisions, this is 
just one of the many factors that influence vote choice.  Moderators, meanwhile, have a duty in 
the moment to ensure that candidates understand the norms of the debate.  Moderators and 
candidates alike, one might argue, have a duty to think not merely about how well debates 
inform the public, but about how their conduct in the debate will influence future debates. 
 
Our effort to study the 2016 debates was, unfortunately, derailed by the unprecedented incivility 
that occurred during that year’s presidential campaign.  As we sought to measure the utility of 
our debate standards, we hoped that we would be able to provide some historical perspective on 
exactly how civil, or uncivil, 2016 was compared to prior years.  We hoped, to be honest, that the 
candidates would aspire to interact in a civil fashion and that we would be able to engage in a 
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meaningful discussion of how 2016 compared to prior years.  In the end, it was perhaps 
unilluminating to stand back and observe that 2016 had been far, far less civil than other recent 
campaigns.  Quantifying the level of incivility wound up being somewhat beside the point.  Our 
essay on our 2016 experience – included at the end of this collection – illustrates some of these 
problems. 
 
Nonetheless, NICD has continued to consider how we might work to encourage civility in our 
campaigns.  It is our hope that we can continue to reevaluate our debate standards and to explore 
ways in which these might be used to improve debates.  Accordingly, the essays presented here 
expand our focus to state-level elections from the 2018 campaign season.  The essays presented 
here, all written by political experts in the states in question, provide an opportunity to measure, 
in a less formal fashion, what influences debate civility and how we might take into account 
particular characteristics of the states and candidates in question.  Our aim here is both to inform 
the reader about what took place in 2018 and to think about what we might expect of candidates, 
moderators, the media, the debate audience, and the public as future debates take place. 
 
NICD is a research and advocacy organization affiliated with the School of Government and 
Public Policy at the University of Arizona.  NICD was founded by Representative Gabrielle 
Giffords in 2011, with the goal of promoting civility in American political discourse.  The NICD 
advisory board includes several former presidents, Supreme Court justices, and other prominent 
political leaders.  The NICD Research Network is a network of over fifty academics from a 
variety of disciplines who study civility and political deliberation.  In 2016 NICD conducted an 
extensive study of civility in the 2016 presidential debates, and these essays were commissioned 
as part of the organization’s goal of working with the Commission on Presidential Debates, as 
well as with a number of civic groups, in 2020 to develop recommendations of how to improve 
the quality of debates. 
 
During the 2018 election cycle, NICD commissioned essays from prominent political scientists 
in seven different states.  These scholars were provided with a copy of the debate civility 
standards that NICD had used in 2016, and were asked to evaluate the Senate campaigns in their 
states according to these standards.  These scholars were asked to provide us with an essay that 
commented not only on the adherence of the candidates to the debate standards, but on other 
aspects of the debates that they found to be noteworthy instances of uncivil or civil behavior.  
We received analyses of the debates in seven different states:  Arizona (Suzanne Dovi and Julia 
Schimmel, University of Arizona), Minnesota (Chris Chapp and Douglas Casson, St. Olaf 
College), Missouri (David Kimball, University of Missouri), Nevada (Jeremy Gelman, 
University of Nevada, Reno), Ohio (Jon Green, Emily Ann Israelson, Abigail Kielty, Jonathon 
Kingzette, and Michael Neblo, Ohio State), Texas (Emily Sydnor, Southwestern University), and 
Wisconsin (Julia Azari, Marquette University).   
 
Several different themes emerged from the essays on these states: 
 
Arizona’s Senate debate was the only open seat debate among the studies we commissioned.  It 
was one of two races that featured two female candidates running against each other.  Our 
analysts in Arizona, Suzanne Dovi and Julia Schimmel, found several minor instances of civility 
and one major breach of civility, one candidate’s accusation that the other had committed 
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treason.  Dovi and Schimmel conclude that the lack of major ideological distinctions between the 
candidates led to a debate that was primarily about character, and that this led to several 
moments of incivility.  They suggest that better question choice by the moderators would have 
improved the tone of the debate – she notes that the Republican candidate, Martha McSally, had 
emphasized military themes in her campaign but was not permitted to discuss military issues at 
all during the debates.  The essay suggests that moderators can improve the quality of debates by 
thinking more about what the candidates want to talk about and ensuring that they have the 
opportunity to discuss the major themes of their campaigns.  The authors note ways in which 
candidate gender may have influenced civility in the debate, but they conclude that the two 
candidates had similar stories to tell about their experiences as women in politics, so (in contrast 
to the other race with two female candidates) neither candidate appeared to have leveled gender-
related attacks on the other. 
 
Christopher Chapp and Douglas Casson’s essay on Minnesota discusses debates in three 
different statewide races – the gubernatorial debate and the debates in both of the state’s Senate 
races (one of which was held to fill an interim vacancy).  Minnesota, like Wisconsin, prides itself 
on its political culture.  The authors assert that there were no overt violations of civility in the 
state’s debates, and that the candidates all endorsed the concept of “Minnesota nice” – the idea 
that politics in Minnesota should be carried out in a more civil fashion than national politics.  
They report, however, that civility was often the direct subject of discussions, and that many of 
the candidates spent time accusing their opponents of being uncivil or of setting up rhetorical 
strawmen who behaved in uncivil ways.  Thus, while these debates proceeded in a fashion that 
mostly met NICD’s civility standards, there was an undercurrent of tension that was caused by 
candidates’ efforts to brand their opponents as being uncivil. 
 
In his analysis of the Missouri Senate race, David Kimball distinguishes between political 
campaigns that cater toward the political bases of the two parties and those that seek to persuade 
undecided, centrist voters.  Missouri was once a swing state but has tilted strongly toward 
Republicans over the past decade.  As a consequence, the state’s Democratic incumbent sought 
to appeal to the political center while her opponent sought to rally the Republican base.  In 
Kimball’s telling, a campaign that aims at the political center has more of an incentive to engage 
in civil campaigning than does one that seeks to motivate strong partisans.  Kimball notes several 
instances where civility and incivility were used according to this logic, and he also faults the 
debate moderators for failing to enforce standards of civility. 
 
The Nevada Senate debate was the lone race considered here where a Republican incumbent was 
defeated by a Democratic challenger.  Despite a particularly brutal and nasty campaign, one that 
featured a large amount of name-calling and other questionable campaign tactics, the lone 
Nevada Senate debate was, according to our analysis, quite civil.  Jeremy Gelman’s essay on 
Nevada notes that both candidates were called upon to respond to rather uncivil advertisements 
or claims made by their respective party committees and by President Trump, but they largely 
avoided using such language in their face-to-face encounter.  Gelman also notes that gender 
played a role in the debate and that it is often difficult to determine when remarks are uncivil – 
comparisons of one’s opponent to Nancy Pelosi or Barack Obama, for instance, may not clearly 
stand out as insults, but given the context they were certainly meant to be so.  He concludes with 
suggestions about how the moderators and the television networks might improve the debates:  
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fewer split screen reaction shots and more questions that directly related political issues to 
Nevada would, our essayist concludes, have made a substantial difference in how civil the 
debates appeared to viewers. 
 
The Ohio Senate debate resembled that of Nevada in that it was a relatively civil debate that took 
place within a somewhat uncivil campaign environment. During debate, the candidates mostly 
operated within the confines of civility as it is broadly understood (e.g., being respectful of the 
moderator, being cognizant of time limits, and articulating positions on policy clearly). Yet they 
also engaged in a variety of other actions that degrade political discourse, even while speaking in 
a mostly polite manner. For instance, throughout the campaign and into debates, incumbent 
Senator Sherrod Brown’s opponent, Jim Renacci, launched a criticism regarding substantiated 
allegations of domestic abuse from Brown’s first marriage. Renacci’s delivery of this criticism 
was made in a stylistically civil manner, yet he was applying a double-standard, attacking a 
political opponent with reasoning he pointedly refused to apply to members of his own party. 
Michael Neblo and colleagues, our analysts in Ohio, suggest that a small shift is needed in how 
we conceptualize civility to capture instances such as this. This analysis, like several others, 
suggests remedies to foster high quality political discourse in debates, including allowing 
moderators to ask pointed follow-up questions and encouraging fact checking of candidate 
statements.  
 
In Texas, the debates resembled those held in Ohio and Nevada races in that the campaign itself 
had been rather nasty but the debate was not.  Our analyst in Texas, Emily Sydnor, notes that 
both candidates came into the debates with well-defined reputations – reputations that were not 
necessarily deserved.  She notes that the Democratic challenger, Beto O’Rourke, had cultivated a 
reputation that enabled him to get away with the occasional uncivil act.  The Republican 
incumbent, Ted Cruz, has cultivated a reputation as a principled conservative, and thus was able 
to frame disagreements as matters of policy or ideology even when they were not.  Sydnor notes 
that the moderators engaged in uncivil actions at times, but that these were necessary – that the 
candidates were often reluctant to address the questions they were asked, and that the moderators 
should have been more assertive in cutting the candidates off and redirecting them. 
 
Finally, the Wisconsin Senate debate resembled the others in some important details.  Like 
Arizona, it was a race between two women – but unlike the Arizona race, both women deployed 
particularly gendered language to attack each other.  Like Ohio, it also featured a Democratic 
incumbent who had a safe lead over her opponent for much of the campaign.  Incumbency 
wound up being used as point of attack, however, as the Republican challenger frequently 
accused the Democratic incumbent of being too much a creature of Washington and of not 
knowing enough about Wisconsin.  Julia Azari’s essay on the Wisconsin debates notes the 
strategic way in which incivility was used, but notes as well, the subtle nature of some of the 
infractions.  It also suggests that state political culture is an important consideration – Wisconsin 
has long sought to cultivate a unique sort of political culture that does prize civil engagement 
between the parties, and this, as well, played a role in shaping candidate behavior. 
 
Following the state-specific analyses, we include here a copy of our report on the 2016 
presidential debates and a copy of our debate standards. 
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In sum, these essay provide a rich and detailed account of the difficulty of creating civility 
standards that would apply across all races – they suggest that gender, incumbency, state culture, 
and competitiveness will shape the propensity for candidates to act in a civil or uncivil fashion.  
They suggest, in addition, that it is difficult to evaluate civility without a clear understanding of 
the candidates’ backgrounds and issues of concern.  And most consequentially, these essays all 
provide suggestions regarding how debate moderators might ask questions and interact with the 
candidates so as to influence the quality of the debates.  This is important information that can 
and should be considered as we anticipate the 2020 debates at the congressional and presidential 
level. 
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Uncivil Soldiers and Social Workers? The “Treason” Debate in 
Arizona 

Suzanne Dovi and Julia Schimmel, University of Arizona 
 
The clearest instance of incivility in the 2018 Arizona senatorial debate occurred when Martha 
McSally (R) accused Kyrsten Sinema (D) of saying it was okay to commit treason.  McSally 
later clarified that although treason is a crime punishable by death, she did not mean to imply 
that Sinema should die.  McSally did not, however, retract her accusation.  

 
Interestingly, McSally’s accusation was not based on Sinema’s performance as a member of the 
House but on a 2003 interview comment regarding the Taliban. Sinema had gone on the radio to 
talk about the following day’s protest of US military intervention in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
During the interview, the libertarian radio host, Ernest Hancock, had objected to using US tax 
dollars in foreign countries whether for war or humanitarian aid.  In this context, Hancock posed 
a “hypothetical question” to Sinema about whether Hancock should be able to do whatever he 
wants with his own money (in this case to “fight in the Taliban army”).  Sinema responded, 
“Fine. I don’t care if you want to do that, go ahead.”1 That comment was the source of the 
treason accusation with which McSally closed the debate.  Emphasizing this decades old 
comment was clearly a rhetorical move to get viewers angry or at least question Sinema’s 
judgment.  
 
To understand how an Arizona senatorial debate strayed from substantive policy matters to this 
level of incivility, we begin by identifying several stylistic and substantial elements of the debate 
that contributed to the unraveling of its civility, turn to the moderator’s role in this debate, and 
conclude by discussing how gender reinforced certain campaign strategies that emphasized 
symbolic politics over substantive political discussions.   
 
 
Civility Unraveling 
 
Contemporary political speeches are often rhetorical and strategic.  Ever since Cicero wrote “De 
Oratore” in the 55 BCE, orators have understood the need for dispositio (the organization of 
one’s points for maximum impact) and elocutio (the need to craft the presentation of a point). 
Public speaking, generally, and debates, in particular, are a rehearsed public relations exercise, 
reflecting what representatives perceive the audience wants to hear and see.   
 
Following the 2016 presidential election, the heated nature of the partisan divide  contributes to 
rhetorical styles prone to moral exaggeration and the lack of attention to making factually correct 
statements. Arguably ever since George W. Bush’s preferability to drink a beer defeated the stiff 
Al Gore (a point Sinema raised during the debate), candidate  personality has become the litmus 
test for gaining voter approval. Likeability seems more important than what the candidates know 
about (or even how they stand on) policy issues.  Consequently, candidates try to “entertain” 

 
1 To listen to the original comment, see CNN KFILE. Sinema interview with Ernest Hancock on “Declare Your 
Independence with Ernest Hancock.” 14 Feb 2003. 
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their audiences in debates in ways that obtain their approval by exaggerating their own morality 
and attacking their opponent’s.  
 
So how did the emphasis on personality affect the Arizona senatorial debate? First of all, both 
candidates accused the other of lying and conducting campaigns with “nasty smears and fake 
attacks.” Both tried to attack the credibility of their opponent: Sinema accused McSally of lying 
eight times while McSally accused Sinema of lying five times. Interestingly, they substantiated 
these claims by referring to their own campaign ads (as if such ads are reliable sources of 
information) or to other websites, e.g. Realsinema.com, where citizens could view for 
themselves what the candidate is like. By pointing to the need for viewers to obtain information 
outside of the debate, the candidates implicitly recognized that the information provided by the 
debate is insufficient for determining who the preferable candidate is. Furthermore, by merely 
providing “she said/she said” scenarios, the debate promoted distrust in and skepticism about the 
statements of both candidates. However, by concluding with an accusation of traitor, the debate 
intensified that distrust, suggesting that Sinema is a criminal, not just a fellow citizen with 
alternative “reasonable” policy positions.   
 
Perhaps one reason why McSally and Sinema spent so much time accusing the other of lying is 
because their policy views were very similar. After all, while in the House, the two candidates 
voted the same way 500 times. Focusing on ad hominem arguments were a rhetorical strategy for 
distracting attention away from their points of agreement and for triggering partisan loyalties 
against one’s opponents in order to mobilize one’s base.  
 
Despite all of the accusations of lying, Polifact.org maintains that McSally and Sinema were 
more prone to lies of omission than full on whoppers. Lying by omission is certainly not a new 
debate tactic. However, the refusal of the candidates to fully explain their positions and address 
their opponent’s criticisms suggest that it is easier to attack one’s opponent by attacking their 
reasons for voting the way they do (e.g. simply following their party leadership) than explaining 
what is wrong with their votes. In other words, why a person votes the way she does matters 
more than what she is voting for.  The problem with such a debate strategy is its failure to 
identify the costs and benefits of the policies they endorse and possible ways to improve those 
policies in the future. Lies of omission therefore make it more difficult to argue constructively 
about what a representative votes for and why.   
 
The second feature of the debate that contributed to its incivility was the focus on the nature of 
the campaign waged by their opponents. In particular, their discussions reinforced the messaging 
and talking points of their campaign ads. In fact, the debate seemed scripted from their campaign 
ads. For McSally, it was the use of her ad depicting Sinema in a pink tutu (more on the gendered 
nature of the ad below). For Sinema, it was drawing on her advertisement that she was only 
Senator to support Social Security, Medicare, and not raising the retirement age. In both cases, 
the strict time schedule of the debate format only allowed for brief sound bites that parrot their 
paid campaign ads, not a public platform for explaining and justifying their policy positions and 
the compromises to reach those policy agreements in Congress. The debate was often an 
exchange of one-liners, repeating catch-phrases and political talking points, as opposed to 
offering narratives about their reasons for endorsing certain policies.  
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This leads to the third component of the debate that lead to incivility: The use of biographical 
information as evidence of their political integrity and their character.  Both candidates framed 
their identity as indicative of their policies positions.  In other words, what their policies are 
reflect who they are.  The debate became the sexual abuse survivor versus the rape crisis center 
worker and the woman whose dad died versus the woman who was homeless at one time. 
Staking their integrity on their personal histories made it important to personally attack the other 
candidate: McSally tried to paint Sinema as the disguised radical from her youth who would not 
protect the US from threats (thereby emphasizing her own fitness as reflective of her military 
service and history of sexual abuse), and Sinema painted McSally as simply a mouthpiece for her 
party (who would not protect the elderly, unlike Sinema whose own grandmother was on Social 
Security). By staking one’s qualifications on one’s autobiography, as opposed to one’s voting 
record, it is easy to see why accusations escalated to the level of treason. The accusation of 
treason also reinforces the campaign image that McSally wanted to portray as the soldier who 
protects the security of the nation, however, the enemy in this case becomes one’s political 
opponent and their respective party.    
 
While political scientists often emphasize the important role parties play in large scale modern 
liberal democracies (e.g. Rosenblum 2010), Arizona’s senatorial candidates went out of their 
way to link the audience’s animosity at the respective parties to the candidates. In this way, the 
substance of the debate was aimed just as much at party leadership (Trump’s influence on 
Republicans) and (Charles Schumer and Nancy Pelosi’s influence on and George Soros’ funding 
of Democrats). Instead of understanding partisanship as the mechanism by which democratic 
citizens are given a choice, as well as a vital accountability mechanism, McSally and Sinema 
stressed how they were not partisans, but independents. In particular, they did not address each 
other’s voting records but preferred to criticize for guilt by association.  For instance, McSally 
insinuated that a vote for Sinema was voting for Chuck Schumer’s agenda to have government 
run healthcare, open borders, and abolish ice. She did not stress Sinema’s independent records or 
how she broke with her party.  
 
Despite their emphasis on being independents, the moments of talking about independent 
substantive policy were few and far between. McSally wanted to talk about how she saved the 
closing of a base, an issue neither candidate offered to explain the cost/benefit analysis.  Sinema 
did emphasize how President Trump’s tariffs were hurting small business owners and cotton 
farmers in Arizona.  This was by far the most sustained discussion on a policy matter.   

 
 

Monitoring the Moderators 
 
As mentioned earlier, the format of the debate set up clear and admittedly tight time constraints 
on the candidates. Each candidate was given ninety seconds to answer the question  without 
interruption and then the other candidate would be given forty-five seconds for rebuttal.   Closing 
statements were to be one minute.  This tight timeline did not allow for much back and forth 
between the candidates because they could use their time to discuss what issues they wanted to 
pursue.   
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That said, the moderators were able to get yes/no answered for two very gendered questions.  For 
instance, the one male moderator repeatedly asked Sinema if she would have voted for the 
confirmation of Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh.  After much justification, Sinema 
said she would not have voted to confirm Kavanaugh.  Similarly, the moderator repeatedly asked 
McSally if she would want Roe v. Wade to be overturned.  The dodging of these issues reflects 
the controversial nature of these issues.   
 
However, it is interesting to note other issues that were not given similar up and down questions: 
1) Would you support infrastructure spending? 2) Do you want taxes raised on the 1%? or 3) Do 
you believe that the president and other public officials are required to release their taxes?  The 
focus on divisive cultural war issues as opposed to economic issues distracted attention away 
from economic  issues affecting a lot of Arizonans. Because these cultural war issues trigger 
anger, the candidates were reluctant to answer these questions directly.  In this way, the debate 
did not identify bread and butter issues but ones that enraged viewers.  The candidates thus spent 
their time qualifying and explaining their positions first before stating how they stood.  
 
McSally increasingly became visibly agitated about not being able to talk about the military, 
specifically about base closures in Arizona. In this way, the difference that McSally wanted to 
talk about was her close ties to President Trump and her ability to save her fighter plane as a 
result of those time.  Neither was asked what one thing was that they would be willing to cut 
from the budget.   
 
Although the moderators picked controversies that both candidates faced, iIt is interesting to note 
differences about the candidates’ willingness to acknowledge past mistakes.  For instance, when 
asked about her changing attitudes towards President Trump, McSally responded by saying 
“nothing changed” because she never endorsed him.  In this way, she avoided identifying issues 
that she would distance her from Trump as well as ignoring the larger issue of how her decision 
to run for Senate has affected her policy positions.  Instead, she stressed how the personal loss of 
her father and her decision to join the service reflected an unwavering commitment to protecting 
the country through securing the borders.  Similarly, when asked if she was proud of the 
president’s performance, McSally responded like a soldier. McSally argued that she was “proud 
that he is leading in the right direction.” McSally stressed how the country was lucky to have a 
president who didn’t need to be doing political work and who loves America.  In this way, she 
expressed an unquestioning loyalty to the commander of chief.  She did not take the time to 
distance herself from President Trump’s statements about Nazis being good people, his 
statements about the press being “enemy of the people,” or the practice of separating immigrant 
families.  
 
In contrast, when the moderators pressed Sinema on how she went from a “radical” protester to 
someone who votes more with Trump, Sinema acknowledged the change happened over time as 
she worked more in politics and that her political experienced has contributed to her changing 
opinion and her willingness to work with Republicans on issues affecting Arizona. Sinema took 
this opportunity to state that changing opinions is not bad, but rather that changing opinions 
quickly, as she alleged McSally had, was problematic.  
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Despite their claims about being independent, neither candidate was willing to criticize their 
party leadership. (Sinema only stressed once how she bucked the Democratic leadership to vote 
in favor of strengthening Social Security and Medicaid). As a result, the debate never addressed 
the democratic value of partisanship, e.g. a check against the ruling party, but reinforced the 
perception that independence is desirable and that partisanship is the democratic obstacle that 
needs to be eliminated and minimized in order to improve the Senate.  

 
 
Gendering Incivility 
 
The Arizona senatorial debate began with two women trying to evade the gendered stereotypes 
they had been assigned. Both McSally and Sinema, as their resumes were read, wore plastered, 
overdrawn smiles. It was clear that they wanted to depict themselves as friendly and likeable. If 
the smile was not wide enough, perhaps the two candidates would be seen as hostile, aggressive, 
or any other common female trope. The next fifty-eight minutes consisted of the two candidates 
both highlighting their independence, but they chose to do this with two very different oratorical 
approaches. McSally spoke colloquially and with more fervor. Sinema spoke slowly and in a 
more measured fashion. 
 
Arizona’s senatorial debate ended with an outraged McSally upset about not spending enough 
time on the military.  She diverted discussion from the last question to use her time to raise the 
issue of closing military bases, not offering a context but done vaguely and in a way designed to 
spark fear.  Her closing argument, though, drew heavily on gender stereotypes.   
 
Political psychological studies (e.g. Eagly and Johnson 1990) have repeatedly shown that men 
are associated with being leaders. As a result, men are presumed to take on leadership roles while 
women are not.  In this way, it is interesting to note how the candidates’ personal narratives 
appealed to masculine and feminine gender norms. McSally emphasizing how being a soldier 
and protecting security are the appropriate gender traits for a Senator. In contrast, Sinema spoke 
like a school teacher/counselor, a little scoldy with the soothing calm voice.  She did not bring up 
her sexuality.  She repeatedly cast herself as committed to protecting women and kids, e.g as a 
rape crisis counselor.   
 
However, both women portrayed themselves as victims, whose suffering motivated their political 
activities. After casting herself as a victim of sexual violence who had suffered from the early 
death of her father, McSally sought to close the debate with the “masculine” image of her 
defending the troops, the borders, the bases, and her relationship with the president as enabling 
her to do so effectively.  
 
In contrast, Sinema’s emphasis on her concern for the elderly (and for her grandmother in 
particular) emphasized her nurturing role, like a mama bear willing to put Arizonans first.  She 
did not appear defensive or lose her cool. In response to Sinema’s self-portrayal as a devoted 
granddaughter, McSally raised concerns about her activities in the AZ legislature, specifically 
her espoused objections to punishing men for having sex with underaged girls whom they 
believed were older.  McSally insinuated that Sinema wanted to protect me who were raping 
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children and thereby was too soft hearted.  When the moderator asked McSally if she really 
believed that Sinema wanted to protect such pedophiles, McSally refused to answer.   
 
The questions on abortion and Brett Kavanaugh touched upon controversial culture war issues.  
But interestingly, the moderators didn’t ask questions about other issues that divided the 
candidates, such as their views on same sex marriage. Sinema brought up the McSally’s failure 
to renew the Violence Against Women Act and thereby challenged McSally’s commitment to 
protect women who were victims of domestic violence. Instead of focusing on Roe v. Wade, the 
moderators could have asked questions that were framed as economic issues, not just on 
abortion; for instance, they could have asked about funding for Planned Parenthood or on 
whether birth control should be covered  by employer insurance.  By focusing on the candidates’ 
stances on Roe v. Wade and about whether there was a right to abortion, the moderators picked 
an issue exclusively delegated to Supreme Court decisions and beyond the responsibilities of the 
Senate seat in contest.  In this way, the moderator questions reinforce partisan divides.  
 
What was particularly striking in this debate is its gendered language.  McSally describes Sinema 
as having a “makeover” to describe her policy changes.   Sinema used the language of an umpire 
who just wants to call the “balls and the strikes.”  Using a baseball metaphor to describe her ideal 
representative strategy makes her seem like “one of the guys.”  McSally repeatedly used the 
military language to describe her role as a representative.  Interestingly, they described 
themselves using masculine language and often attacked each other using feminine language.  In 
this way, femininity became an insult.  
 
In summary, Arizona’s senatorial debate was riddled with talking points, partisan baiting, and 
gendered performances.  Both candidates made the personal political and as a result, the debate 
became more focused on their personal attributes, as opposed to their policy positions.  This 
focus required the candidates to attack each other’s integrity and ultimately, escalated into 
accusations of treason.  
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Civility as Strategy meets “Minnesota Nice:” The 2018 Gubernatorial 
and Senate Debates in Minnesota 

Christopher Chapp and Douglas Casson, St. Olaf College 
 
Early indications hinted that a state known for “Minnesota Nice” might not be immune to the 
political rancor that has come to characterize national politics. The Star Tribune reported that an 
“ugly political divide” was on display at the Minnesota State Fair, which takes place in late 
August (StarTribune 9/1/18). At one point during the fair, an individual ran through the 
Republican Party booth screaming, “Wake Up!” Later, a man was escorted out of the Democratic 
Farmer and Labor (DFL) Party booth for calling former President Obama a “half-breed.” During 
an open-air interview, a member of the crowd yelled “bullshit” when a candidate for US Senator, 
State Senator Karin Housley (R) was answering a question. At the state fair, which prides itself 
by its folksy hospitality and goes by the nickname “The Great Minnesota Get Together,” 
political passions were running high.  
 
These passions continued to be on display throughout the campaign season, as mailings and 
television ads often focused on negative attacks. Minnesota citizens were not immune to the 
dynamics of outrage and offense that fueled social media and other online interactions. 
Continuing debates over immigration and healthcare, the Mueller investigation into Donald 
Trump’s presidential campaign, and the confirmation hearing of Judge Brett Kavanaugh were 
especially volatile topics in 2018. Debates over women’s equality and the #MeToo movement 
were central to the two senatorial campaigns. Senator Tina Smith had been appointed by the 
governor to fill a vacancy when Senator Al Franken stepped down for sexual impropriety, and 
Senator Amy Klobuchar was the target of an especially heated outburst during the Kavanaugh 
hearing. Yet during public debates between candidates for statewide offices, the parties generally 
softened their tone. Although they did not hesitate to point out differences in values and policies, 
candidates seemed to be committed to respectful and self-restrained disagreement. If the debates 
are any indicator, “Minnesota Nice” may still play a role in statewide political contests. 
Candidate exchanges were characterized by tension, but not outright incivility. 
 
In this essay, we examine how Minnesota debate season played out over three statewide races -- 
the contest for governor (an open seat race between Republican Jeff Johnson and Democrat Tim 
Walz), Senate (where incumbent Democrat Amy Klobuchar faced off against Republican 
challenger Jim Newberger), and a Senate special election to fill Al Franken’s vacated seat (with 
Democrat Tina Smith defending the seat against Republican Karin Housley).  Across numerous 
debates, we make three broad observations. First, while the differences were sharp, candidates 
generally adhered to a basic norm of civility. However, to the extent that candidates leaned 
toward deploying fighting words, ad hominem attacks, and challenges to integrity, incivility 
seemed to be a function of the candidate’s relative position in the race.  Candidates like 
Klobuchar, with a comfortable lead in the polls, saw little need to engage in attack politics, or 
even do much to respond to her opponents’ attacks.  Second, we suggest that this relative civility 
was guided by norms rather than rules, because moderators generally did little to police the 
debates. Indeed, some of the questions gave candidates the opportunity to go on the attack, few 
took the bait. This was especially noteworthy among trailing candidates who might have seen a 
short-term benefit of gaining attention by breaking norms of civility. Instead they joined their 
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opponents in speaking about the importance of these norms. Finally, the most remarkable parts 
of the debates were the frequency with which candidates turned to the topic of civility 
itself.  Provoked by President Trump, the Kavanaugh hearings, and campaign rancor more 
generally, the debates frequently became a reflection on what it means to be “Minnesota Nice.” 
Yet these reflections on civility did not resolve partisan tensions, nor did they end conflict 
between candidates. Reflections on the nature of appropriate norms were incorporated into 
electoral disputes. Candidates often used “civility talk” as a partisan tactic, foregrounding one’s 
own commitment to civility and subtly criticizing one’s opponent’s failure to embody 
appropriate norms.   
 
The on-cycle Minnesota Senate campaign likely saw the greatest imbalance in attack politics 
during the debate.  Amy Klobuchar, a popular incumbent senator, defeated her Republican 
opponent by 35 points in 2012, and from the beginning of the 2018 race most polls put 
Klobuchar at a 20-25 point advantage. Newberger had very little to lose electorally, and opted 
for a strategy that was clearly more attack-oriented than other campaigns -- though for the most 
part Newberger still adhered to the Revive Civility debate standards. Newberger regularly took 
Klobuchar to task for spending too long in the Washington “swamp,” took issue with votes 
ranging from health care to budgeting, and called her a “rubber stamp” for the “progressive far 
left.” Even when he praised her for her many years of service, he turned his praise into reproach: 
“Eighteen years is a long time to be in the swamp.” One of Newberger’s testier comments was 
his (presumably scripted) closing statement from the KSTP debate. Newberger argued that 
Klobuchar had canceled nine debate appearances, that she was silencing her less well-funded 
opposition.  He called this a “mean tactic that needs to be drained out with the rest of the 
swamp.” The comment is noteworthy because it is an attack on the grounds of civility, accusing 
Klobuchar of shutting down meaningful debate.  
 
In her closing statement, Klobuchar did not acknowledge the attack. Instead she chose to 
emphasize bipartisanship. This was emblematic of the Senator’s overall approach to the debates:  
stay above the fray, acknowledge and thank Newberger for his work as a paramedic, and when 
attacked, respond by emphasizing her own prowess in working across the aisle. Klobuchar’s 
refusal to attack was on display during a MN State Fair exchange on Trump’s foreign policy. 
When Newberger defended Trump’s foreign policy approach, it appeared that Klobuchar wanted 
to criticize him for his support of the president. However, Klobuchar did so by euphemistically 
saying “that is such an interesting statement” rather than using stronger language like “that’s a 
bad idea” or “that’s a dangerous foreign policy.” In short, Klobuchar played the part of a 
frontrunner, and her refusal to engage in incivility reflected this. 
 
Representative Tim Walz, who enjoyed an eight-to-twelve-point advantage for most of the 
campaign for the governorship, was also able to avoid any direct altercations with his opponent, 
Jeff Johnson. In fact, throughout the debates he used the majority of his time to talk about his 
vision for the state in broad strokes, touting his support for schools, infrastructure, and public 
lands in ways that would appeal to voters across the spectrum. Like Klobuchar, Walz challenged 
his opponent only indirectly, pointing out contending visions for Minnesota. When he did try to 
highlight differences, he did so in the form of a question, asking Johnson about whether he felt 
any “cognitive dissonance” between his support for the president and his repeated commitment 
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to civility. Walz took advantage of his position as presumptive victor, focusing on his future 
work as governor instead of descending into unsavory electoral conflict. 
 
In contrast, his opponent Jeff Johnson engaged in a version of attack politics, but he did so not by 
attacking his opponent but by responding to a very uncivil hypothetical straw man.  For example, 
when discussing immigration policy, Johnson implied that Walz had accused him of being “a 
racist or white supremacist” for his immigration views, though Walz had not leveled this 
accusation. Likewise, when defending spending cuts, Johnson said “I know the response to this 
is going to be ‘well, Jeff doesn’t want to spend as much money as I do, so he doesn’t care,’ or 
‘he hates people.’” Walz, notably, had not made such an accusation – Johnson was responding to 
faux incivility. In this case, the trailing candidate was engaging in a complicated strategy; he 
sought to praise civil norms, yet he also implied that his opponent was violating those very 
norms.  While civility was maintained on the surface, it was combined with a subtle accusation 
of hypocrisy. For example, Johnson portrayed Walz as “the biggest feel-good candidate I have 
ever seen. Yet I believe candidates should be honest about what they are seeing and not just try 
to make you feel good.” At one level, Johnson’s calls to maintain a civil debate atmosphere are 
admirable.  However, he was doing so in a way that ultimately introduced more tension into the 
debate and disregarding the tone of Walz’s remarks.  
 
If there was a consistent argumentative tactic across all campaigns, it was to tout bipartisanship 
as a form of civility. When Newberger criticized Klobuchar for being too far left at the KSTP 
debate, Klobuchar responded by mentioning all the Republicans she regularly votes with. Tim 
Walz made a point of saying that “I’m always in the top ten of those [listed as most bipartisan 
members of Congress] because I reach out to find real solution, built coalitions, not just talk 
about it. I won in a district that Trump won by 15 points because people of Minnesota trust 
[me].” At Farm Fest, Karin Housley made a point of saying that her work for farmers would be 
nonpartisan and bipartisan. During the debates, Jeff Johnson also referenced his bipartisanship as 
the only conservative on the St Paul City Council. He pointed out that while he disagreed with 
his colleagues on many things, he sought out the few issues on which there was agreement, and 
he worked hard to achieve measurable improvements on those issues. And, when asked about 
political civility at the WCCO debate, Tina Smith rattled off a list of bipartisan projects she was 
working on in the Senate.  
 
To the extent that the topic of civility was center stage, it was likely not related to strict debate 
standards or to moderators policing the candidates. On balance, we observed few, if any, 
examples where moderators intervened to steer the debate back on track.  Indeed, at the 
Minnesota Public Radio gubernatorial debate, moderator Mike Mulcahy opened the debate by 
saying “we don’t have a lot of rules for our debate today.”  Mulcahy said that he wanted to give 
both candidates a chance to express and explain their views. He directly addressed the audience, 
saying, “We want you to be involved. We want you to be into it. But we want you to be 
respectful of both of our candidates, too.” Throughout the debate, the crowd generally followed 
that advice. Yet at one point, however, when Johnson said that he supports the general direction 
that President Trump is taking the country or when he spoke about policies in response to climate 
change, the crowd did erupt in booing. One of his responses to the booing was to reference what 
he hinted was the hypocrisy of his opponents concerning tolerance and civility: “I love the 
tolerance of the left.” 
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While moderators did not strictly police the debates, they did create opportunities for candidates 
to rehearse their attacks on each other.  For example, in the KSTP debate, Lindsey Brown’s 
opening question asked Newberger to revive his frequent attack that Klobuchar had spent too 
long in the Washington “swamp.” In their WCCO radio debate, Smith was asked by the 
moderator to respond to Housley’s accusation that she was refusing to appear in other debate 
opportunities, while Housley was asked to respond to Smith’s accusation that she would be a 
rubber stamp for President Trump. In each of these examples, the candidates responded to 
moderators’ questions.  However, despite “baiting” the candidates, these questions did not lead 
to moments of appreciable tension on the debate stage.  
 
Yet one of the most striking characteristics of these debates was the way in which candidates 
took up the question of political rhetoric itself. Although all of the candidates appealed either 
directly or indirectly to the importance of civil discourse, their shared commitment did not 
alleviate the tensions in the campaigns. Candidates shifted from conflicts over policy to conflicts 
over the nature of incivility and the boundaries of inappropriateness. Their appeals to civility 
became part of their campaigns. 
 
The tone of presidential leadership was a major focal point across the debates, and it was cause 
for candidates to reflect on (and largely agree) on the appropriate temperament officeholders 
should have. For Democratic candidates, this meant associating their opponents with President 
Trump’s intemperate and disrespectful outbursts. For Republicans, this meant carefully 
distinguishing between the president’s policies which they often supported and his personal style 
which they were more hesitant to embrace.  For example, at the Minnesota State Fair, Karin 
Housley argued that “I do support [Trump’s] policies. I don't know if I'm a fan of his style, but 
his policies are working.”  Likewise, Jeff Johnson clarified his relationship to the president, “I 
support the direction he is taking this country. I don’t always agree with him, and we have very 
different styles.” On the Democratic side, presidential rhetoric was seen as a central problem in 
contemporary politics, and one that has direct implications for policy.  For example, Tim Walz 
seemed to suggest that presidential rhetoric is hurting individuals in the immigrant community 
with “rhetoric that undermines who we are, [and] undermines the capacity to find common 
ground,” and argued that his opponent had failed to call out Trump for hurtful speech.  
 
During the Minnesota Public Radio Smith-Housley debate, moderator Kathy Wurzer addressed 
the issue of civility directly, asking if “political rhetoric fuels the fire of incivility in our society.” 
Despite a heated debate where the candidates disagreed on everything from a federal law 
guaranteeing equal pay for women to the minimum wage, both candidates shared a sense that 
political rhetoric had grown too heated.  However, both identified a different cause of incivility.  
Housley identified protesting “extremists” as the root of the problem, while Smith seemed to 
obliquely reference presidential leadership: “words matter.” 
 
This appeal to civil and moderate temperament should not simply be understood as an end in 
itself. Instead, candidates from both parties used “civility talk” as an electoral strategy.  For 
example, at the state fair, Walz referenced the importance of civility as a reason to vote for him. 
He argued that this campaign is about the independence of the state of Minnesota at a time when 
politics is divisive and poison. With an emphatic downward hand motion, Walz announced that 
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“decency must rule!” He went on to associate incivility and division with his opponent and the 
Republican Party and a commitment to authentic Minnesota attitudes concerning civility with his 
own campaign: “If you want to see divisive politics, if you want to see the name calling, if you 
want to see American heroes disrespected without a statement from your governor, you got a 
choice. But if you would rather see independent Minnesota values respecting every single citizen 
in the way we do business, you also have a choice in this election.”  
 
Jeff Johnson also sought to use the issue of civility to his advantage. He accused uncivil and 
intolerant liberals of reading into his positions unwarranted motives. In a gubernatorial debate 
that aired on KSTP television, Johnson argued that accusations of racism had shut down civil 
discourse: “In our society right now, we cannot have discussions about anything to do with race, 
about anything to do with religion, or about anything to do with immigration, because if you 
don’t hold a certain view the other side tries to shut you down by calling you the absolute worst 
name in the book in my opinion, which is ‘racist.’” 
 
Johnson not only accused unnamed opponents of being uncivil towards him, he also challenged 
the notion of being civil altogether. He associated Walz’s overly civil discourse with a type of 
hypocritical double-dealing. In contrast to his opponent, he admitted that he would not always 
saw things that people wanted to hear. Yet, he insisted, “The trait of a good governor is always 
telling people what you actually think not what you think they want to hear.” Johnson both 
appealed to civility and criticized its overuse.  
 
However, this civility strategy didn’t always work. In the WCCO debate, Karin Housley drew 
boos from the audience for her answer to a question about civility and “reuniting the country.” 
She responded, “First I want to say that Tina Smith is part of the problem.” Housley backed up 
her opinion, characterizing Smith’s early opposition to Trump’s judicial nominee as 
“obstructionism” and “extremism.” While Housley was trying to draw a contrast in leadership 
styles, attacking Smith in the context of a question about “reuniting the country” seemed to be a 
poorly executed response. During the MPR debate, Housley took a different tack, saying that she 
was “sick and tired” of those people who use “extremist rhetoric” and are “just not very nice.” 
The solution, she said, is to emphasize “getting things done” instead of focusing on extremist 
rhetoric.  
 
Newberger also sought to make civility a strategy, using the Kavanaugh hearings as a focal point 
to blame Democrats for a toxic environment in Washington. Newberger argued that the treatment 
of Brett Kavanaugh (presumably during Senate confirmation hearings) was an indication of the 
climate of incivility in Washington, implicitly blaming Democrats.  Klobuchar turned this charge 
on its head, noting that Kavanaugh had personally apologized to her for how he responded to her 
questions during the hearings. By reminding voters of the unprecedented moment in which a 
Supreme Court nominee responded to the Senator’s question about excessive drinking by asking 
the same question of her, Klobuchar was able to point out Kavanaugh’s surprisingly acerbic 
behavior as well as her own measured speech. By citing his apology, she could use the issue of 
civility as another reason to vote for her.  
 
Across each of Minnesota’s statewide races, candidates were eager to draw points of contrast 
with their opponents. It should be noted that in most cases, candidates also found at least a few 
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points of commonality. However, pointing out common ground often involved agreement in 
defining a problem, rather than proposing a solution.  For example, Klobuchar and Newberger 
both agreed that prescription drug costs should be a top legislative priority. Johnson pointed out 
that he agreed with Walz on the importance of price transparency in health care. These moments 
of agreement should not overshadow the overall mood of tension. As soon as candidates pointed 
out an area of agreement, they would follow it up with a deeper disagreement. Indeed, Johnson 
drew some laughter from the audience at the State Fair when he pointed out an area where he 
concurred with Walz. The fact that agreement can bring about laughter illustrates just how far 
apart the candidates are on most issues today.   
 
Taken together, all of this underscores a broader point about the state of electoral politics and 
political rhetoric.  Political scientists often debate the origins and nature of political polarization 
in the mass public.  Did polarization materialize organically among citizen groups, or are citizens 
following the cues from political elites who have themselves grown increasingly unable to see 
eye to eye on much of anything?  The 2018 debates suggest it may not be as simple as blaming 
the candidates. Despite candidates walking up to the line of incivility, candidates didn’t cross it. 
We did not witness candidates calling each other names or challenging their opponent’s honor or 
integrity. The candidates that we observed did not accuse each other of corruption or lying. In 
general, they focused on substantive differences in policy and leadership. They were able to 
debate respectfully, drawing attention to sharp policy differences with minimal use of rhetorical 
salvos. Perhaps more troubling is the way civility itself became a tool to be used for political 
advantage -- a strategy to label the opposition as “part of the problem,” guilty of norm violation. 
If debate discourse is to improve, candidates need to work to embody the norms of civility as an 
end in itself, without qualification or ulterior motive.    
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Missouri’s 2018 U.S. Senate Debates 

David C. Kimball, University of Missouri 
 
The 2018 Senate race in Missouri was one of the most hard-fought contests of the midterm cycle. 
Taking place in a period of heavy partisan polarization, this was a campaign that tested norms of 
civility. The Missouri debates demonstrated that standards of civil discourse conflict with some 
common campaign practices. As a result, it can be challenging to adhere to norms of civil 
behavior during an intense political campaign, particularly when waging a base campaign. 
 
 
The Candidates 
 
Claire McCaskill, the Democratic incumbent, is an experienced politician with a long history in 
electoral politics. Raised in central Missouri, McCaskill earned undergraduate and law degrees 
from the University of Missouri before she was first elected to the Missouri House of 
Representatives in 1982. After three terms she moved to the Kansas City area where she won 
election to the Jackson County legislature and then was twice elected Jackson County prosecutor. 
McCaskill won her first statewide election in a 1998 contest for Missouri Auditor. She was 
reelected in 2002 before losing a close race for governor in 2004. McCaskill was first elected to 
the United States Senate in 2006, narrowly defeating GOP incumbent Jim Talent in the process. 
She was reelected in 2012, easily beating Rep. Todd Akin after Akin made offensive remarks 
about rape and abortion in an interview with a St. Louis TV news reporter. As a government 
official, McCaskill has cultivated an image as a centrist and a watchdog against government 
waste. As an effective retail campaigner with personal ties to several parts of the state McCaskill 
is a formidable candidate in statewide elections. 
 
Josh Hawley, the Republican challenger, is a rising star in the Missouri GOP. Born and raised in 
the Kansas City region, Hawley earned his undergraduate degree from Stanford and a law degree 
from Yale before serving as a clerk to Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts. Hawley also 
did legal work for conservative groups fighting against federal health and anti-discrimination 
regulations on religious freedom grounds. He moved back to Missouri in 2011 to work as a law 
professor at the University of Missouri. Hawley won his first campaign in 2016 when he was 
elected as Missouri Attorney General. Hawley has proven himself as an effective messenger for 
conservative values in political debates. 
 
 
Setting 
 
Missouri is a former swing state in national elections that has moved sharply in the GOP 
direction in recent years. In 2008 Barack Obama came within roughly 3,000 votes of winning 
Missouri in his first presidential election. Mitt Romney carried Missouri by ten points while 
losing the 2012 presidential election by a significant margin to Obama. In 2016 Donald Trump 
carried Missouri by 19 points while losing the national popular vote to Hillary Clinton by two 
points. Republicans now hold supermajorities in both chambers of the Missouri General 
Assembly and Republicans hold almost all of the statewide offices. The state is now a 
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Republican stronghold. Thus, McCaskill’s U.S. Senate seat was an obvious target for 
Republicans in the 2018 midterm elections. 
 
The Missouri Senate campaign of 2018 was one of the most hotly contested races in the nation. 
Campaign spending in the race far exceeded previous records for a statewide contest in Missouri. 
McCaskill spent over $38 million on the race while Hawley spent over $11 million. Outside 
groups allied with the GOP spent almost $40 on ads opposing McCaskill while outside 
Democratic groups spent almost $30 on ads opposing Hawley (Center for Responsive Politics 
2018). Most of the campaign ads were negative, and while many were issue-based some included 
personal attacks. One tenet of modern campaign strategy is to attack your opponent’s strengths. 
As noted above, McCaskill has a longtime reputation as an ethics watchdog. To weaken this 
image, ads from the Hawley campaign and outside groups accused McCaskill of self-dealing, 
implying that she and her husband, a wealthy real estate developer, used her position in 
government to increase their net worth. Hawley repeated this line of attack in two of the debates. 
These attacks were made even though McCaskill has never been the subject of an ethics 
investigation or formally charged with wrongdoing during her long career in government service. 
Some of the ads attacking Hawley portrayed him as a liar and political opportunist who reneged 
on a pledge not to immediately seek higher office when he ran for Attorney General in 2016. 
 
The political reality of the state’s partisan composition probably influenced strategic decisions 
made by both campaigns. Running in a state where her party is in the minority, McCaskill 
positioned herself as a centrist in an effort to appeal to moderate and independent voters. On the 
other hand, Hawley ran a campaign aimed at mobilizing the base of the Republican Party. The 
Hawley campaign calculated (correctly) that he could win by promoting himself as a strong 
supporter of President Trump in all policy domains. In the debates and in the campaign Hawley 
often framed issues using the same language as President Trump, and Hawley studiously avoided 
criticizing the president. It may be no coincidence that President Trump came to Missouri several 
times in 2018 for rallies to promote Hawley’s campaign. 
 
 
The Debates 
 
There were three debates featuring the main candidates running for the Missouri Senate seat in 
the fall of 2018. The first debate, hosted by the Missouri Press Association on September 14, was 
not broadcast on television or radio, but Hawley posted video of the debate on his Facebook 
page. The first debate included two minor party candidates in addition to Hawley and McCaskill, 
while the second and third debates only featured the two major party candidates. The second 
debate was held in St. Louis on October 18 and was hosted and broadcast by the public radio and 
television stations and the local NBC affiliate. The third debate took place in Kansas City on 
October 25 and was hosted by the local ABC affiliate. Each debate lasted 60 or 90 minutes. 
 
By the modest standards of contemporary politics, and especially when compared to the negative 
tenor established by the deluge of attack aids aired during the fall campaign, the Missouri Senate 
debates were relatively tame and civil. The candidates generally stuck to the time limits in 
answering questions and avoided interrupting each other, even apologizing in cases where one 
failed to wait for the other to finish answering a question. One headline even described the 
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second debate as “oddly civil” (Voorhees 2018). However, the Missouri debates fell a bit short in 
meeting a couple of NICD standards of conduct. 
 
One of the most basic norms of civil discourse is to be respectful and avoid insults. One sign of 
respect is to call people or organizations by the name they prefer. During the debates McCaskill 
sometimes referred to Hawley respectfully as Attorney General Hawley but frequently called 
him “Josh” at other times, perhaps in an attempt to draw attention to his youth and inexperience. 
However, in the second debate McCaskill admitted error for past behavior by apologizing for 
retweeting a blog post that criticized Hawley for noting his son’s medical condition in a 
campaign ad about the Affordable Care Act. While Hawley frequently criticized McCaskill as a 
“party line liberal” he also noted that McCaskill is a “good person” and recognized her many 
years of public service. Hawley also frequently used a slur in referring to the Democratic Party 
as the “Democrat Party.” While these instances of civility are common in American politics the 
debate moderators made no effort to challenge them. 
 
In a more troubling encounter, late in the second debate Hawley answered a question about 
immigration by repeating a string of negative stereotypes about immigrants. He stated that 
“illegal immigrants have been pouring across the border, bringing gangs, bringing drugs, 
bringing violence, and, by the way, pushing down wages.” Stereotypes about immigrants are 
common in American political discourse and public opinion (Lee and Fiske 2006; Haynes, 
Merolla and Ramakrishnan 2016). However, these stereotypes are harmful (Abrajano and Hajnal 
2015) and are not supported by empirical evidence (e.g., Light and Miller 2018; Light, Miller 
and Kelly 2017; Bernat 2017; Lee and Martinez 2009; National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine 2017). Again, the debate moderators did not challenge Hawley’s 
claims, leaving it up to McCaskill to address them in a brief rebuttal. 
 
Another standard for civil discourse is for candidates to answer debate questions and for 
moderators to hold candidates accountable when they are not responsive. On this criterion 
common campaign practice may be at odds with norms of civil discourse. Both candidates were 
well-prepared for the debates. Hawley, in particular, practiced excellent “message discipline,” to 
use the campaign vernacular. That is, a common campaign mantra is to answer the question you 
want to answer, not necessarily the question that is asked. Hawley memorized talking points on 
each major topic and then relied heavily on those points in his debate answers. For hot-button 
issues that came up frequently in the debates, such as health care, trade policy, tax cuts, and 
immigration, and in opening and closing statements, Hawley gave the same basic answer in each 
debate and avoided directly answering the question posed on some topics where his position may 
have been unpopular. In contrast, McCaskill was less robotic and more direct in answering 
questions, perhaps due to her experience doing retail politics and perhaps against the advice of 
her campaign advisors. 
 
The debate moderators attempted to pin down the candidates on their positions in two of the 
debates. In the first debate the moderator did not ask follow up questions, perhaps due to the 
constraints of covering as many topics as possible in a one-hour debate featuring four candidates. 
The moderators in the second and third debates followed up regularly but sometimes let Hawley 
wriggle out of answering directly. For example, in the second debate the moderators failed, 
despite one follow up, to get Hawley to state his position on right-to-work legislation. Near the 
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end of the final debate a frustrated McCaskill asked Hawley directly whether he supported an 
anti-discrimination law protecting LGBT individuals (the question originally asked by an 
audience member) when the moderators did not press him on it. In responding to McCaskill 
Hawley still avoided answering the question. 
 
A final standard of conduct relevant to the Missouri Senate debates deals with condemning 
uncivil behavior. This is especially relevant now because the current president is a prodigious 
and enthusiastic violator of standards of civil discourse. For example, in his tweets and public 
speeches President Trump frequently insults political opponents and makes false claims (Kessler, 
Rizzo and Kelly 2018). In two of the debates candidates were asked directly about the negative 
tenor of the campaign and American politics in general. Both candidates took those opportunities 
to criticize their opponents for unfair attacks during the campaign. McCaskill also acknowledged 
instances of uncivil behavior by both political parties, including the president. She even 
mentioned one instance where she fell short on this criterion, as noted above. Perhaps this was a 
relatively easy answer given her attempt to position herself as a centrist who is trying to appeal 
to people on both sides of the aisle. In contrast, given several chances in the debates, Hawley 
refused to criticize President Trump’s uncivil behavior. A campaign focused on message 
discipline and motivating the party base may be reluctant to criticize uncivil behavior by key 
allies. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
To the lay audience, and compared to some of the other competitive Senate races in 2018, the 
Missouri Senate debates appeared to be quite civil. However, in a few areas the debates fell 
somewhat short of standards for civil discourse, mainly in the areas of being respectful, 
answering questions, and standing up against uncivil behavior. Other than asking some follow up 
questions to pin down the candidates on their positions, the debate moderators did little to call 
out uncivil behavior in the Missouri Senate debates. The Missouri debates also highlighted 
instances where common campaign practices are incompatible with norms of civil conduct. 
Overall, Claire McCaskill came a bit closer than Josh Hawley in meeting civil debate standards. 
This may have something to do with the strategic posture of each campaign. In theory, 
candidates should be able to abide by standards of civil discourse regardless of their political 
perspective. In practice, however, a centrist campaign may be more compatible with civil 
discourse norms than a base campaign. 
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“Senator Spineless” Debates a “Chicago” Democrat:  Incivility During 
the 2018 Nevada Senate Debate 

Jeremy Gelman, University of Nevada, Reno 
 
Among the 35 Senate races in 2018, the Nevada campaign stood apart. Dean Heller was the only 
Republican incumbent on the ballot representing a state Hillary Clinton won in 2016. For 
Republicans, this was the one seat that required a fierce defense. For Democrats, this was their 
easiest pick-up opportunity. Excuse the gambling pun, but politically, the stakes were high.  
 
Prior to their October 19th debate, the campaign rhetoric suggested viewers were in for a night of 
incivility. In a series of devastating television ads, Jacky Rosen dubbed Dean Heller ‘Senator 
Spineless’ for his waffling stance on healthcare. Donald Trump called Rosen ‘Wacky Jacky’ and 
the Senate Republican Leadership PAC dubbed her ‘Jacky Pelosi.’ In fact, Heller and Rosen’s 
shared animus nearly precluded a debate from even happening. As three proposed debates were 
whittled down to one, it seemed the inevitable the campaign trail’s nastiness would be dragged 
into the debate hall.  
 
What made the 2018 Nevada Senate debate so remarkable is that, by and large, it was civil. The 
candidates answered the moderators’ questions. They discussed and disagreed on the issues. 
Viewers who knew little about the candidates before the debate turned off the television 
understanding clear differences in Rosen and Heller’s positions on healthcare, taxes, climate 
change, and guns. When the candidates veered away from the issues and towards their talking 
points, the moderators politely asked them to answer the question. On many counts, the debate 
was informative.  
 
That said, incivility did arise. Both candidates relied on preplanned talking points that, at times, 
created a hostile atmosphere. Heller, for his part, displayed more uncivil behavior than Rosen 
and his rhetoric ratcheted up as the debate progressed. His attacks shifted from emphasizing 
Rosen’s inexperience to implying she had ill-intentions that would hurt Nevadans. For her part, 
Rosen did not take these attacks lightly. She regularly interrupted Heller when he was on the 
attack and audibly laughed at his partisan talking points.  
 
While the candidates certainly are responsible for their uncivil behavior, choices made by the 
moderators and production team contributed to these acrimonious moments. Split-screens 
showed the candidates’ mocking smiles and constant eye-rolling during their opponent’s 
answers. Ill-conceived question formats prompted Rosen and Heller to launch uncivil attacks that 
otherwise could have been avoided.  
 
The Nevada Senate debate could have easily devolved into a spectacle of name-calling and 
personal attacks. It did not. To the candidates’ and moderators’ credit, the debate was more 
informational than confrontational, more civil than disrespectful. However, even small tweaks to 
the debate format could have improved the event. Framing issues in terms of how they affected 
Nevadans reduced incivility, as did asking candidates what they would do on a topic if elected. 
Bringing up national issues without a local context and asking candidates to ask each other 
questions led to harsh, uncivil attacks. Indeed, if this debate provided one lesson on civility, it is 
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to keep the conversation local and about the future.  
 
 
Debate Strategies and Uncivil Talking Points 
 
Heller and Rosen entered the debate hall with clear messaging strategies. Senator Heller’s plan 
was twofold: emphasize Rosen’s lack of accomplishments in Washington DC and tie her to 
California, a liberal boogeyman in Nevada Republican circles. For her part, Rosen came to the 
debate with a singular goal: reminder Nevadans of Dean Heller’s flip-flopping on the Affordable 
Care Act. Throughout the debate, and no matter the topic at hand, both candidates relentlessly 
pursued these talking points.  
 
In fact, the most uncivil moments during the debate occurred because Heller and Rosen closely 
followed their messaging strategies. For example, during her opening statement, Rosen 
pummeled Heller for not supporting insurance protections for preexisting conditions. Heller 
responded forcefully, claiming what Rosen was lying and that her campaign was bankrolled by 
California liberals. On a split screen, Rosen can be seen chuckling to herself and rolling her eyes. 
The exchange was pointed. Heller’s response did not address his dozens of votes to repeal the 
Affordable Care Act and protections for preexisting conditions. And Rosen literally laughed at 
his political attack.   
 
 
Dean Heller – It’s All About Experience 
 
For his part, Heller hammered Rosen for her lack of experience. Dean Heller has been a 
politician for nearly 30 years. Jacky Rosen first won office, at any level, in 2016. Quite simply, 
Senator Heller has seen more and done more. At his best, Heller effectively highlighted the 
experience gap between him and Rosen. He deftly answered a complex question about public 
lands in Nevada while Rosen only spoke in vague generalities. As a former Nevada Secretary of 
State, which he helpfully noted, Heller thoughtfully discussed election security. The Senator’s 
edge in experience was often on display, even without him pointing it out. Yet, Heller’s political 
strategy was to mercilessly point out Rosen’s inexperience. In doing so, his behavior became 
uncivil and created the ugliest moments in the debate.  
 
One of the worst of these attacks arose during a question about helping veterans. Heller avoided 
a question about what new laws would help veterans, which was strange as this is a topic that 
favored the Senator. Instead, he discussed his casework helping individual veterans and then, 
turning to face Rosen, asked her “why aren’t you helping our veterans?” By all accounts, 
Heller’s attack was baseless. It did not reflect Rosen’s record or her policy platform. It implied ill 
intentions and negligence when none existed. In fact, it was so far afield from the conversation 
the moderator had to ask Senator Heller to answer the question.  
 
As the debate wore on, Heller’s uncivil attacks increased. His least civil moment came when 
discussing guns. Heller pointed out Rosen was born in Chicago, a clear dog whistle, and claimed 
Rosen wanted “Nevada to be just like Chicago.” An aghast Rosen, who has lived in Nevada most 
of her life, could only respond “Oh my.” 
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In many ways, guns and veterans issues are winning issues for Heller in much of Nevada. Rather 
than capitalize on his fairly popular policy positions, he chose uncivil attacks. Not surprisingly, 
the Senator’s rhetoric devolved even more when put on the defensive to defend his, and his 
party’s, less popular policy positions.  
 
 
The Specter of Donald Trump 

 
Unlike Jacky Rosen, Dean Heller had to defend his record as well as Donald Trump’s. In 
Nevada, this is not an easy task. At the time of the debate, Trump’s state-wide approval stood at 
44 percent (Morning Consult 2018). Elections in Nevada are won or lost in the heavily 
Democratic and Latino Clark County, home to Las Vegas and its suburbs. High turnout in Las 
Vegas, where Trump is deeply unpopular, would guarantee a Rosen victory. Heller sought to 
avoid explicitly supporting Trump’s unpopular policies, particularly on immigration and climate 
change. The Senator’s approach to this challenge was to pursue incivility. Rather than 
transparently inform voters about his position on the issue, he obfuscated and resorted to national 
Republican Party talking points.  
 
The moderators’ question on immigration is a perfect example of how Heller used incivility as a 
strategy. Both candidates were asked a direct question about Trump’s family separation policy. 
Rosen answered directly. She attacked Heller for not standing up to the president on this issue 
and made clear she did not support it. Heller did his best dodge. He took credit for working on a 
bipartisan Senate bill five years ago and writing a concerned letter to Trump. He employed some 
‘what-about-ism’ by claiming Obama did the same thing.  
 
But in a strange move, he attacked Rosen for going to the border for a photo op rather than 
taking a vote on a veteran’s bill in Washington DC. Heller’s attempted uncivil, misleading attack 
on Rosen’s support for veterans backfired. It morphed into an opportunity for Rosen to discuss 
the miserable conditions for detained children at the border. This is certainly not how Heller, an 
adept debater, wanted this exchange to go. But President Trump’s policies tied his hands. The 
best he could do was try to attack Rosen using a tangential, misleading claim.  
 
Heller attempted a similar pivot on climate change. When asked how he would address the issue, 
the Senator’s only answers were that Jacky Rosen voted with Nancy Pelosi 90 percent of the 
time and Rosen does not uphold her promises. His response was a recitation of his television 
attack ads. Heller never provided a straight answer on the topic, even after the moderators asked 
the Senator to answer the question.  
 
When discussing issues directly related to Nevada, Dean Heller was knowledgeable and civil. 
His demeanor devolved when asked about national issues. He veered off topic, became 
disrespectful, and parroted back generic Republican attack lines that had little to do with the 
issues.  
 
 
Jacky Rosen – Measured and Brutal 
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While Senator Heller was the less civil debater, Jacky Rosen displayed some incivility. Most 
often, it came in response to Heller’s repeated attacks. For instance, after the Senator repeatedly 
hammered Rosen for fundraising in California, she finally parried back. Rosen chided Senator 
Heller for not being able to raise as much money as her and claimed no one was enthusiastic 
about his campaign. She often interrupted Heller during his least civil moments. Indeed, Rosen 
tried to talk over Heller as he claimed Rosen would turn Nevada into Chicago and that she 
always supports Nancy Pelosi. These exchanges left the impression that Rosen rarely instigated 
incivility, but rather countered it tit-for-tat. 
 
Jacky Rosen’s debate performance is notable because of how carefully she skirted the line 
between brutal political attack and incivility. She told the audience Dean Heller was bought and 
paid for by interest groups. She claimed he never stood up to President Trump and Mitch 
McConnell. She hammered Heller on his controversial stances, such as waffling on the 
Affordable Care Act and calling sexual assault allegations against Brett Kavanaugh “a hiccup.” 
While some of her claims were exaggerations, her most devastating attacks were true. Dean 
Heller did flip-flop when Republicans were trying to repeal the Affordable Care Act. He rarely 
voted against McConnell or Trump. Heller himself, in the debate hall, touted his excellent 
relationship with the president. Rosen’s talking points, while harsh, were generally fair game.  
 
Rosen was no angel in this debate. She chided Heller for not knowing where the new Raiders 
NFL stadium was located in Las Vegas. She regularly laughed at this answers on split screen. 
But to her credit, Rosen generally remained civil. She did not name call or question Heller’s 
motives. She just made clear she thought Heller’s policy positions were wrong.  
 
 
Moderators’ Choices and Stoking Incivility 
 
A striking aspect of the debate was how the moderators’ and TV producers’ decisions stoked 
incivility. Near the end of the debate, the moderators asked Rosen and Heller to ask one another 
a question. Unsurprisingly, this format created some of the most mean-spirited moments in the 
debate. Heller asked Rosen if all of her fundraising in California “was worth it?” In her response, 
Rosen emphasized her Nevada roots. Heller, instead of using his rebuttal time, more forcefully 
asked his question and let his point linger.  
 
Rosen asked the Senator to explain to a sick child why he would not support protections for 
preexisting conditions. Heller began his answer by accusing of Rosen of lying. Rosen interrupted 
Heller and told him to “tell the truth.” This question format was a mistake. Viewers learned 
nothing and instead got to watch both candidates mercilessly attack one another. Quite simply, 
these questions did a lot for incivility but not much else.  
 
Similarly, the camera work made the debate seem more uncivil. The producers regularly relied 
on a split screen to watch how Rosen and Heller responded to one another’s points. Often, the 
cameras lingered as the candidates laughed at one another or rolled their eyes at an answer. In 
particular, Rosen regularly laughed at Heller’s attacks. For his part, Heller often revealed a large, 
sarcastic grin while Rosen repeated her talking points. I do not know whether the candidates 
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knew they were on a split screen. Both could have been more disciplined in their reactions while 
their opponent was speaking. But the split screen approached offered little value ad. What does it 
matter what the other candidate is doing while an answer is being given? This production 
decision helped viewers come to the conclusion the opponents disliked each other. It offered 
nothing else.  
 
 
Final Thoughts and Recommendations 
 
The Nevada Senate debate was, in many ways, remarkable. On some hot button issues, the 
candidates were civil. Questions about Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation to the Supreme Court 
and about tax cuts provided informative answers. On other topics, such as guns and the 
environment, incivility reigned. While both candidates were uncivil, Dean Heller traded in this 
practice more often and was much harsher in his personal attacks than Jacky Rosen. The 
moderators did an admirable job, especially when pressing the candidates to answer their 
questions. That said, in a few instances they, and their producers, unintentionally contributed to 
the debate’s most uncivil moments. Ill-conceived question formats and the constant use of a split 
screen produced a more contentious debate atmosphere. 
 
For those who seek to increase civility in American politics, this debate is instructive. Questions 
that frame issues at the state-level produced more informative, civil responses. Pressing 
candidates to answer the question often pushed the debaters away from their talking points. 
Specific questions about what the candidate would do next or how would they change something 
forced Heller and Rosen to talk about their ideas and not each other. Put simply, the candidates 
were at their best when talking about Nevada and about ideas they would like to see 
implemented. They were at their worst when questions allowed them to talk about nationalized, 
polarizing issues.  
 
Producers and moderators also have important responsibilities in creating a civil environment. 
Moderators should anticipate each debater’s attack lines and steer them towards answering 
questions. Dean Heller got his point across that Jacky Rosen raised money in California. At some 
point, moderators should gently remind the candidates, and viewers, they have already made a 
point. Finally, debate producers ought to rethink how they present debates. Split screens and 
overly broad questions do little to advance discourse and inform viewers. Hopefully, producers 
adopt an ethos that their goal should be to help voters understand the differences between the 
candidates. If they do so, the manner in which debates are formatted, and the questions that are 
asked, can push debaters to adopt a more civil tone.  
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Civility in the 2018 Ohio Midterm Elections 

Jon Green, Emily Ann Israelson, Abigail Kielty, Jonathon Kingzette, and 
Michael Neblo, Ohio State University 
 
The 2018 general election in Ohio featured three debates between candidates in two statewide 
races—one for governor and the other for the United States Senate—for a total of 6 debates. 
With current Ohio Governor John Kasich ineligible for reelection on account of term limits, 
Democrat Richard Cordray and Republican Mike DeWine, both having been Attorneys General 
of Ohio at one point, vied for the governorship. For control of the U.S. Senate seat, Jim Renacci, 
the Republican Representative from Ohio’s 16th Congressional District, challenged incumbent 
Democratic Senator Sherrod Brown. 
 
At the time of the debates, Mike DeWine was Ohio’s Attorney General; he had formerly served 
as Ohio’s U.S. Senator, Lieutenant Governor, Congressman from the state’s 7th district, and State 
Senator. Richard Cordray directly preceded DeWine in the attorney general’s office, and his 
former posts include Treasurer of Ohio, County Treasurer, Solicitor General of Ohio, member of 
the Ohio House of Representatives, and, most recently, Director of the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau. Given that both candidates had held the same statewide office, the debates 
between them featured a great deal of discussion regarding their respective records there -- where 
they were most directly comparable. Broadly speaking, the most common issues raised by 
moderators, audience questions, and the candidates themselves were education, healthcare, and 
the opioid epidemic -- which is particularly acute in the state.  
 
The U.S. Senate contest also featured three debates. Sherrod Brown has held the seat since 2007, 
having previously represented Ohio’s 13th district in the House. Before his career in Congress, 
Brown served as Ohio’s Secretary of State and as a member of the Ohio House of 
Representatives. Renacci entered the race while representing Ohio’s 16th district in the House, 
having previously served as a mayor after a long career in business. Congressman Renacci used 
his business career and Brown’s incumbency to portray himself as an outsider, while Brown 
argued that his record in office merited another term. Issues that featured prominently in these 
debates included health insurance, the recently passed tax bill, the environment, higher 
education, and Ohio’s representation in national government more broadly -- including each 
candidate’s ability to work with President Trump on areas of interest to Ohioans. 
 
All six debates featured a similar format and set of rules. None of the debates were town-hall 
style, and the audience, in the debates where an audience was present, was asked to hold their 
applause until the end. While some of the debates featured questions by moderators only and 
others allowed questions from audience members and social media, the candidate to which the 
question was posed was typically given 90 seconds to answer, followed by a 90 second response 
from their opponent and a 30 second follow-up. Candidates were also given the opportunity to 
deliver opening and closing statements, with the order decided by coin flip. 
 
In general, both sets of debates were substantive and productive. Especially with respect to the 
governor’s race, those who watched the debates likely came away knowing more about the major 
issues facing Ohio and where each candidate stood on them than they would have otherwise. 
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And if civility is defined as candidates being respectful towards their opponents and moderators, 
abiding by debate rules, answering the questions they are asked, and standing against brazen 
incivility, these debates were largely civil. For the most part, candidates abided by the norms of 
polite political conversation; they avoided engaging in personal attacks, stopped talking when 
their time was up, and at least attempted to substantiate their criticisms when appropriate. 
Candidates acknowledged and articulated clear policy differences, and they were generally able 
to disagree without appearing overtly objectionable. 
 
However, we also think it is important to highlight the handful of ways in which candidates 
undermined the quality of the debate while adhering to the criteria typically used to gauge 
civility (listed in the preceding paragraph). Particularly on the most salient issues, which were 
featured heavily in the campaigns’ advertisements outside of the context of the debate, 
candidates often argued in bad faith or promoted misleading information. These rhetorical 
strategies degrade political discourse even when the candidates deliver these messages politely. 
With this in mind, we expand our conceptualization of civility to include criteria of truthfulness 
and sincerity, as these principles are pivotal for political debates to fulfill their central purpose of 
informing the mass public which candidate best matches their preferences. Broadening the 
conception of civility in this manner allows us to give a more thorough account of the ways in 
which the debates did and did not meet important deliberative standards, as well as their general 
quality. Moreover, we offer a small number of modifications to standing debate procedures and 
norms that would facilitate civility broadly defined.   
 
 
The Need to Redefine Civility 
 
Although civility is an important component of high quality debate, its proper boundaries are not 
immediately clear. In political debates, the standards typically used to assess civility include 
respect in speech and behavior, the communication of ideas free of intentional disrespect, 
answering the questions asked by the moderator, taking responsibility for one’s past errors, and 
condemning incivility. While these standards cover much of the key conceptual space occupied 
by civility, we were unsuccessful in our attempt to quantify the debates according to this rubric.2 
Additionally, we noticed a handful of specific behaviors that clearly sullied the quality of the 
debate and which seemed uncivil to all of our team members, but which are not uncivil 
according to these standards. We believe that these difficulties call for a change in our 
understanding of civility so that it more closely corresponds with high quality political debate, 
going beyond merely characterizing a polite manner of speaking. 
 
Before explicating our new definition of civility, it is important to note several behaviors that do 
not directly overlap with civility but are often conflated with it. For example, whether a 
particular candidate is a moderate or ideologically polarized does not necessarily determine 
whether that candidate is civil or uncivil. Moreover, the extent to which candidates are bipartisan 
or seek compromise while in office does not necessarily correspond with civility. Both of these 
tendencies more closely reflect politicians’ policy positions.  We think it useful to separate 

 
2 Each member of our team watched all six of Ohio’s debates between candidates for statewide offices and coded 
them based on a rubric we created based on the criteria defined by the NICD. This rubric produced highly inconsistent 
scores across candidates and debates. 
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civility from policy positions, and instead viewing civility as related to how people engage in 
political discourse. Emotional speech or behavior is also not directly indicative of civility; anger 
and indignation can be righteous, when appropriate. Additionally, candidates’ arguments do not 
need to be persuasive to be civil. 
 
What then is civility? In addition to traditional norms of polite conversation, civil debates will 
feature substantive, truthful, and sincere arguments. This implies that providing false 
information, omitting crucial context, and making arguments in bad faith are all included as 
uncivil behaviors in our expanded conceptualization. Civil debates defined in this way will not 
only lead to respectful disagreements, but will allow voters to more easily identify which 
candidate best represents their interests. 
 
To demonstrate the complex, multidimensional nature of civility, we apply these expanded 
criteria to several episodes from the Ohio debates. Some of these cases would count as instances 
of incivility according to conventional standards, but there are several instances we identify here 
which clearly violate a desirable conversational norm but would not formally count as incivility, 
narrowly defined. These instances illustrate the need for a broader conception of civility that 
more fully accounts for the ways in which candidates can undermine the goals of substantive, 
informative political debate without violating norms of polite conversation. 
 
 
Instances of Incivility Broadly Defined 
 
By conventional standards, the 2018 Ohio debates were largely civil -- though not entirely so. 
There were a handful of insults, such as when Richard Cordray said that turning to Mike DeWine 
to handle the opioid crisis would be like asking for navigation advice from the captain of the 
Titanic. There were also a scattering of occasions in which candidates dodged questions. For 
instance, during the second gubernatorial debate, Mike DeWine responded to a question about 
“right to work” laws concerning unionization by talking about drug policy. However, these 
instances were relatively rare. For the most part, candidates treated one another with respect, 
made at least a minimal effort to directly address the questions they were asked, and avoided 
baseless personal attacks. 
 
Moreover, not only did candidates generally stay away from uncivil behavior, they also covered 
a lot of ground on a wide range of substantive issues facing Ohio. In the gubernatorial debates, 
DeWine and Cordray took clear stances on how they would handle the opioid epidemic, student 
debt, abortion, marijuana legalization, healthcare, and gun regulations. Although they both 
waffled on some of the most difficult questions (e.g. which programs they would prioritize for 
budget cuts if such cuts were necessary) and repeated their major talking points several times, the 
range and depth with which they discussed policy was impressive, and should be emulated by 
others. The senate debates between Brown and Renacci were not quite as robust, because a 
substantial amount of time was spent in each debate discussing which candidate “cared about 
Ohio” more and re-hashing national political debates. This is perhaps to be expected in a race for 
federal office. But overall, these debates were still impressive in terms of time devoted to talking 
about policy plans. Detailed discussions took place on a wide host of issues, including how to 
balance environmental protections against the benefits of coal and gas in Ohio, healthcare policy, 
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policies to mitigate gun violence, immigration laws, trade policy, and a plan for economic 
growth. As whole then, candidates were not only generally respectful towards each other, but did 
an exemplary job of clarifying their positions on multiple issues affecting Ohio and the country.  
 
However, these debates also featured numerous instances of rhetorical strategies that clearly 
violated conversational standards that we think about when we consider what it means to have a 
high quality political discussion and were counterproductive to the goal of providing voters with 
clear signals regarding which candidates best reflect their views and values. Here, we highlight 
three cases of incivility under our expanded definition of the concept that would remain 
unproblematized with the more narrow standards typically used to evaluate civility.  
 
The first of these cases is incomplete information – when a candidate criticizes his or her 
opponent by selecting unfavorable facts about a particular aspect of their record while 
withholding relevant, exculpatory information. While the information presented is generally true, 
it inhibits the goals of productive debate through unfair characterizations. In the context of the 
Ohio debates, this was particularly prevalent in candidates’ characterizations of the opioid crisis 
– an issue that is particularly acute in Ohio and has been getting worse for a long period of time. 
Due to these trends, anyone who has held statewide political office over the last two decades is 
susceptible to the charge that the opioid crisis worsened under their watch. As such, Richard 
Cordray, Mike DeWine, and Jim Renacci were all able to, factually, level this charge against 
their opponents. However, while it is trivially true to say that the opioid crisis worsened while 
Richard Cordray and/or Mike DeWine served as Ohio’s attorney general, this radically simplifies 
the complex, multi-causal nature of the crisis, which cannot be blamed on one politician alone. 
While Cordray and DeWine also shared more substantive policy disagreements with their 
opponents regarding how best to handle the opioid crisis going forward, their encouragement of 
blind retrospection on the issue represented a missed opportunity to avoid unfair 
characterizations of their opponents’ records by articulating the issue in a more nuanced manner. 
Though not an abject lie, such unfair characterizations can still be viewed as violating a norm of 
truthfulness. 
 
The second case of argumentation in the Ohio debates that inhibited the goal of providing 
substantive signals to voters, but is still considered polite, was when candidates misinformed the 
public. Importantly, in the context of the Ohio debates, this misinformation was often paired with 
condemnations of incivility when opponents attempted to call it out. The best example of this 
dynamic in both sets of debates was the Republican candidates’ positions on whether health 
insurance plans should be required to cover pre-existing conditions. Both DeWine and Renacci 
insisted not only that they supported such requirements, but that it was uncivil for their 
opponents to claim otherwise. However, both of these candidates’ records contain substantive 
actions that make it entirely reasonable to claim that they would not defend these requirements if 
elected. Renacci has cast numerous votes to that effect while in Congress, and at the time of the 
debates DeWine was in the process of suing the federal government to that effect in his capacity 
as Ohio’s attorney general. Had either of these candidates acknowledged this inconsistency, or 
conceded that they had changed their position on this issue, it could have represented an instance 
of high-quality, civil discussion. However, by insisting that their statements in debates should be 
taken as a better signal of what they would do on the issue if elected than the substantive actions 
they had already taken on the issue while in office – and by condemning their opponents as 
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uncivil for claiming otherwise – both DeWine and Renacci actively misled viewers regarding 
their positions on coverage for pre-existing conditions in a counterproductive manner. 
 
Finally, the Ohio debates featured numerous instances of arguments leveled in bad faith – which 
we define as applying standards of conduct to opponents that you do not apply to yourself or 
members of your own party. The most notable instance of this form of bad-faith argumentation 
came in the context of domestic abuse allegations during the Ohio senate debates. These 
allegations – which Renacci leveled against Brown based on documents from his earlier divorce 
– indicate how complex civility can be as a construct. Renacci’s allegations and Brown’s 
response both illustrate desirable and undesirable behaviors with respect to civility. On the one 
hand, Renacci’s claims were substantive and corroborated by court documents. On the other 
hand, he clearly did not raise the issue out of a principled stand against domestic abuse. To begin 
with, Renacci misrepresented the Democrats’ objections to Kavanaugh’s nomination to the 
Supreme Court, arguing that any allegation of abuse, substantiated or not, should disqualify any 
Democratic candidate from public office according to their own logic. Moreover, when asked if 
he would apply the same standard to President Trump or members of his own party, Renacci 
dodged the question. While dodging this follow-up counts as uncivil under even the narrowest 
criteria, it is important to note that the more general bad faith with which Renacci raised the issue 
does not. Had he not been specifically asked to apply his standard to a member of his own party, 
leading him to dodge the question, there would be no formal basis to identify this line of 
argumentation as uncivil, even though it clearly violates standards we care about in the context 
of substantive political discourse.  
 
In a similar vein, the emotion with which Brown condemned and dismissed Renacci’s argument 
regarding the domestic abuse allegations provides conflicting indications regarding the civility of 
his response. On the one hand, Renacci’s bad faith argument was uncivil, and Brown condemned 
it as such. On the other hand, Brown actively avoided addressing the substance of the allegations 
themselves, simply saying that Renacci should be ashamed of himself for raising the issue when 
Brown’s ex-wife had requested that he not do so. Brown’s response thus entailed both a 
righteous and emotional condemnation of incivility and dodging a question, simultaneously.  He 
carefully avoided addressing the substance of the allegations or whether they implicated his 
fitness for office. As such, it was an instance of both civility and incivility. This example further 
indicates the need for a multidimensional definition of civility in order to clarify exchanges such 
as this one, in which both candidates attempted to navigate the boundaries of civility while also 
failing to meet important criteria we care about for high quality deliberation. 
 
 
Implications 
 
In theory, political debates provide two democratic goods. Done well, debates should inform 
voters regarding the candidates that best reflect their interests and preferences, and they should 
serve as a model of good political deliberation that citizens can emulate in everyday political 
discussion – at a bar with friends, at the Thanksgiving table, in the classroom, and so on. Our 
common understandings of civility are typically geared toward the latter – an argument is uncivil 
if it is marked by specific behaviors that violate principles of polite deliberation. However, the 
prevalence (or lack thereof) of these behaviors does not necessarily indicate whether a debate 
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provided a useful signal to voters regarding how candidates’ positions map onto their 
preferences, and we have organized an additional class of behaviors under an expanded 
definition of civility in order to render the concept more useful in this regard. Evaluating the 
Ohio statewide debates with a broader understanding of civility helps illustrate the ways in which 
they helped inform the 2018 electorate – and the ways in which they did not.  
 
Practically speaking, our reconceptualization of civility has several implications for how political 
debates ought to be run in the future. First, if the primary purpose of debates is to provide 
information to potential voters, then moderators should have a more active role to play in 
providing backgrounds about each candidate’s views on specific issues, how they have voted on 
that issue in the past, and some general context about certain policies. In each race, the most 
salient issues were also the issues on which the candidates were most likely to argue in bad faith 
or actively mislead. Conveniently, the most salient issues are also issues on which moderators 
should in theory be most prepared to guard against these forms of uncivil argumentation by 
providing context and background information. 
 
For the same reason, we think moderators or audience members who direct questions to the 
candidates should be more direct when asking follow-up questions. In the second senate debate, 
several of the journalists asking questions did just that, and it led to a more substantive debate. 
They often asked for more specific answers to their questions, and at times explicitly called out 
candidates for dodging their initial question. In the interest of time, when a candidate dodges a 
follow-up question, moderators typically have to drop the issue and move on, but even 
something as simple as explicitly stating that the candidate dodged his or her follow-up question 
would be an improvement in these instances. This small change in moderator norms could thus 
provide more opportunities to call out incivility and garner more detailed responses from the 
candidates about their policy plans. Moderators should not be reluctant to claim the last word on 
a subject if they deem it necessary. 
 
Second, fact checking is an important aspect of any political debate, yet this is often an exercise 
that takes place after the debate has concluded and the audience for such fact checks has shrunk 
dramatically. This incentivizes candidates to make false claims that appeal to people’s 
preferences but may not reflect how they have governed or will govern in the future. Real-time 
fact checking is one potential solution to clarifying when candidates’ claims are true, false, or 
something in between to the audience. Though it may be distracting (and unrealistic) to present 
fact checking throughout the debate itself, an expectation could be that fact checking is provided 
directly after the debate concludes (without a commercial break). 
 
Finally, our expanded definition of civility encourages us to avoid focusing too heavily on 
bipartisanship, consensus, and politeness as a goals in and of themselves – and to instead see 
them as means toward higher-order goals of informed voters and representative leaders. In 
several of the Ohio debates, moderators asked candidates to recount a time that they worked 
together with the other side to get something accomplished or to say something they like about 
the opposing candidate at the end of the debate, in an explicit attempt to close the debate on a 
positive note. The purpose of these questions was to inject “civility” into the debate, reminding 
the audience that at the end of the day, each candidate respects their opponent and is bipartisan at 
least some of the time. We think that these sorts of questions are, at best, a waste of time. What is 
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more, questions in this vein are potentially destructive to the idea at the heart of their very 
purpose. For starters, politicians often responded to these questions in an uncivil manner (this 
was especially true in the Senate debates we observed). Furthermore, the synthetic way in which 
these questions are posed and the transparently trivial manner in which candidates answer them 
only act to reinforce the widespread perception that incivility is pervasive, instead of providing 
examples of Democrats and Republicans working together. The most interesting instances of 
agreement between the candidates in the 2018 Ohio debates arose organically. For instance, 
DeWine and Cordray both responded to a question on education policy by expressing frustration 
with high-stakes testing and specifically noted their agreement on the issue – rather than through 
explicit appeals from the audience or moderator. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In general, the 2018 Gubernatorial and Senate debates in Ohio can be characterized as 
contentious, substance-driven debates during which candidates occasionally crossed the line into 
uncivil territory. Some of this uncivil behavior fell neatly into how incivility is typically 
characterized. Candidates sometimes insulted each other, occasionally interrupted each other, 
went over the allotted time, and dodged difficult questions. Yet when our team watched the 
debates, what stood out more than these behaviors were the various ways candidates misled the 
public and argued in bad faith. It was these sorts of behaviors that seemed to derail the quality of 
debate more than anything else, especially in terms of allowing the debate to fulfill its central 
purpose of informing citizens about which candidate best reflects their policy preferences. Thus, 
we think being truthful and sincere are pivotal ingredients to civil political debate, in addition to 
how politely and respectfully candidates speak during the debate.  Importantly, issues regarding 
truthfulness and sincerity were more prevalent in discussions of salient issues that voters were 
also being exposed to in the candidates’ advertisements, while less-salient issues were more 
likely to be discussed in ways that were both civil and informative. 
 
To encourage more truthfulness and sincerity in future political debates, we advocate for a 
variety of incremental changes to the debate format, which all make moderators, audience 
members, and fact checkers’ roles more important. We are sensitive to the possibility that all of 
these changes may be too resource-intensive when combined. Training moderators to 
productively engage with candidates more directly and using real-time fact checkers in every 
debate may be difficult to accomplish, for instance. Moreover, aside from the logistical 
challenges, candidates may be unwilling to participate in debates where fact checkers confirm 
the veracity of statements directly after the debate, or where journalists are allowed to ask more 
detailed follow-up questions when candidates answer questions vaguely.  
 
However, just because these solutions may seem far-fetched does not preempt attempting to 
apply them in future debates. Various tools might be used to incentivize candidates to participate 
under these new conditions, such as publishing that a candidate was unwilling to debate when 
fact checkers were expected to present information directly after it. And these solutions to 
garnering more civil debates may be implemented piecemeal. Furthermore, even if these 
potential solutions are unrealistic, we should at least try to apply them. Good political discourse 
among elites is imperative for a strong democracy. It would be irresponsible to not try to make 
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debates better, by ensuring that candidates respect each other, but also ensuring that they respect 
the electorate by telling the truth and making sincere arguments.  
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Watching the “Partisan Circus:” Civility in the Texas Senatorial 
Debates 

Emily Sydnor, Southwestern University 
 
 
For a race in a state in which no Democrat has won a statewide office since 1994,3 the Texas 
Senate campaign received a lot of national attention during the 2018 media cycle. The attention 
did not come from any indication that Texas was about to break that streak: Incumbent Senator 
Ted Cruz was the easy front-runner, polling seven to ten points ahead of his opponent, U.S. 
Congressman Beto O’Rourke (D-El Paso), throughout the course of the campaign season. In 
spite of these long odds, O’Rourke captured journalists’ (and 48 percent of Texans’4) hearts with 
his whistle-stop tour of all 254 Texas counties and his relatable town hall meetings filled with 
anecdotes about his family and his childhood in El Paso. What is more, O’Rourke raised more 
money than any previous Texas Democrat running for Senate, all while rejecting money from 
political action committees. The 70.2 million dollars his campaign earned were entirely from 
individual contributions to the candidate.5  
 
A major part of O’Rourke’s charm was his inclusivity and civility towards his opponent. When 
the Cruz campaign released four negative advertisements targeting O’Rourke in September 2018, 
O’Rourke vowed that he would not retaliate with negative ads of his own. As he told College 
Station NBC affiliate KAGS, “No negative ads from us…[It is] all about being positive and all 
about bringing this deeply divided country together.”6 That being said, O’Rourke’s platform of 
unification and bipartisanship occasionally slipped into uncivil rhetoric throughout the campaign. 
In March 2018 he appeared on Bill Maher’s HBO show and agreed with Maher when he 
characterized Cruz as “a giant asshole.”7 He ultimately did produce negative advertisements, 
releasing TV ads against Cruz in which he criticized Cruz on education, health care, and 
immigration.8 And he made headlines again on election night, when he swore on live television 
as part of his concession speech, declaring, “I’m so fucking proud of you guys.”9 

 
3 Selby, W. Gardner. (2012). “Texas Democrats Shut Out of Statewide Office Longer than Democrats in Other 
States.” Politifact Texas, September 26. https://www.politifact.com/texas/article/2012/sep/26/texas-democrats-have-
lost-statewide-elections-long/.  
4 “Cruz vs. O’Rourke,” Real Clear Politics. 
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/2018/senate/tx/texas_senate_cruz_vs_orourke-6310.html.  
5 Murphy, Ryan. (2018). “Here’s How Much Beto O’Rourke and Ted Cruz Have Raised in Their Midterm Senate 
Race.” Texas Tribune, October 26. https://apps.texastribune.org/features/2018/ted-cruz-beto-orourke-fundraising-
texas-midterm-2018/.  
6 O’Brien, Jay. (2018). “Cruz Lobs Another Attack Ad; O’Rourke Says He Won’t Go Negative in Senate Race” 
KAGS, September 10. https://www.kagstv.com/article/news/local/cruz-lobs-another-attack-ad-orourke-says-he-
wont-go-negative-in-senate-race/499-592806837.  
7Bruni, Frank. (2018). “Watch Out, Ted Cruz. Beto Is Coming.” New York Times, April 7. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/07/opinion/sunday/ted-cruz-beto-orourke-texas.html.  
8 Svitek, Patrick. (2018) “Beto O’Rourke Starts Airing Attack Ads Against Ted Cruz, Shifting Tone.” Texas 
Tribune, October 18. https://www.texastribune.org/2018/10/17/beto-orourke-attack-ads-against-ted-cruz-start-air-
texas/.  
9 Osborne, Samuel. (2018). “Midterm Elections: Beto O’Rourke Swears on Live TV After Losing Texas Senate 
Race to Ted Cruz.” The Independent, November 7. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-
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As we look back at O’Rourke’s campaign, it’s clear that he is (intentionally or not) drawing on 
political science research suggesting that civility and incivility are strategic tools, to be deployed 
by politicians in ways that serve their electoral ambitions or policy goals.10 In a state where a 
Democrat needs to both pick up votes from Independent and moderate Republican voters and 
raise Democratic voter turnout in order to win, O’Rourke needed to walk a careful line—rallying 
his base whenever possible while also ensuring that his message resonated with those who might 
otherwise disagree with his policies. In this broader context, emphasizing civility and inclusivity 
was sound campaign logic. 
 
Candidate debates present different strategic goals for a political campaign than did O’Rourke’s 
town halls and “red county” visits.  Each event offers citizens a chance to get to know the 
candidates and hear their issue positions. But only debate, as Kathleen Hall Jamieson and David 
S. Birdsell note, “gains its vitality from direct challenge. Advocates who disagree meet one 
another face to face to argue their differences. Misrepresentation invites immediate response.”11 
In other words, debates offer a strategic opportunity for a candidate to draw a line in the sand 
between himself and his opponent and to do so in a confrontational way.  
 
Debates are also most likely to be consistently viewed by citizens with strong partisan 
identities.12 These strong partisans, in turn, report a greater interest in electing politicians that 
will put standing firm above compromise and respond positively to incivility and negative 
rhetoric from their party’s candidate.13 Even among more indifferent citizens, uncivil rhetoric is 
entertaining and attention-grabbing.14 It’s no surprise, then, that Ted Cruz and Beto O’Rourke 
strategically deployed incivility in the two debates in order to motivate their own partisan base 
and attract viewers to their side.  
 
 
Standards of Debate Conduct 
 
There are a variety of strategies scholars employ to identify uncivil language, from focusing on 
impolite language like name-calling to noting deviations from democratic norms, such as group 
stereotypes or threats to government institutions. In keeping with these definitions, the National 
Institute for Civil Discourse created a set of standards for debate conduct for both debaters and 
moderators. The candidates were expected to: be respectful of others in speech and behavior, 

 
politics/midterms-2018/midterm-elections-results-beto-orourke-swears-texas-senate-ted-cruz-concession-speech-
a8621441.html.  
10 Herbst, Susan. (2010). Rude Democracy: Civility and Incivility in American Politics. Philadelphia, PA: Temple 
University Press.  
11 Jamieson, Kathleen Hall and David S. Birdsell. Presidential Debates: The Challenge of Creating an Informed 
Electorate. New York: Oxford University Press, p. 11.  
12 Kenski, Kate and Natalie Jomini Stroud. (2005). “Who Watches Presidential Debates? A Comparative Analysis of 
Presidential Debate Viewing in 2000 and 2004.” American Behavioral Scientist 49(2):213-228.  
13 Wolf, Michael R., J. Cherie Strachan, and Daniel M. Shea. (2012). “Incivility and Standing Firm: A Second Layer 
of Partisan Division.” PS: Political Science & Politics 45(3): 428-434. Gervais, Bryan T. (2015). “Incivility Online: 
Affective and Behavioral Reactions to Uncivil Political Posts in a Web-based Experiment.” Journal of Information 
Technology and Politics 12(2): 167-185.  
14 Mutz, Diana C. (2015). In-Your-Face Politics: The Consequences of Uncivil Media. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press.  
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answer the question being asked by the moderator, take responsibility for past and present 
behavior, speech and actions, and make an effort to stand against and condemn incivility. In 
other words, it was not enough for Cruz and O’Rourke to simply avoid trading insults; they also 
needed to acknowledge potential errors and faults and focus on the substance of the questions 
being asked of them. The moderator was expected to hold candidates accountable to these 
standards and rules of debate by addressing uncivil behavior, moving the conversation towards 
more respectful dialogue, enforcing rules equally and being respectful in their own interactions 
with the candidates.  
 
 
Evaluating the Candidates’ Incivility  
 
O’Rourke and Cruz agreed to three debates over the course of September and October 2018. In 
the end, they participated in two of the three; the middle debate was cancelled because of the 
vote to confirm Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court. To assess the extent to which Cruz and 
O’Rourke employed uncivil language, Southwestern University hosted a Debate Watch Party for 
the second senatorial debate on October 16, 2018. Using the standards of conduct for debate as 
outlined by the NICD, I created a set of “debate bingo” cards that encouraged students to mark 
instances where they noticed violations of debate norms. For example, students could cover a 
space if they heard O’Rourke interrupt Cruz, the moderator call out a candidate’s false statement, 
or Cruz fail to answer the moderator’s question. What we quickly learned from our bingo game 
was that each candidate engaged in name-calling, exaggerated misrepresentation, and insulting 
language. They interrupted each other, failed to comply with speaking time, and didn’t always 
answer the questions that were asked.  
 
Both O’Rourke and Cruz engaged in insulting and impolite forms of incivility, although each 
used different kinds. O’Rourke, who had heard from supporters that he needed to take a more 
aggressive stance towards Cruz, took shots on his opponent’s character. Responding to claims by 
Cruz that he supported a tax hike on oil, O’Rourke stated, “[Cruz]’s dishonest. That’s why the 
president called him Lyin’ Ted and it’s why the nickname stuck because it’s true.”  Cruz calls 
him out on this remark in his rebuttal, stating, “If he wants to insult me and call me and liar that’s 
fine, but you know John Adams famously said ‘Facts are stubborn things,’ so if you want to see 
the vote he cast for a $10 a barrel tax on oil, go to our website…and we will put up the exact text 
of the vote and a link to Congressman O’Rourke’s vote against the people of Texas.” Later, 
however, Cruz also violated the expectation of respect and civility. In a discussion about Cruz’s 
role in the 2013 federal government shutdown, Cruz suggested that electing O’Rourke would 
produce “a partisan circus and a witch hunt on the president.” This misrepresentative 
exaggeration was countered by a sarcastic remark from O’Rourke that it is “really interesting to 
hear you talk about a partisan circus after your last six years in the Senate.” Cruz’s debate 
strategy also hinged on making connections between O’Rourke, extremist perspectives, socialist 
policies, and Hillary Clinton that were specifically designed to make O’Rourke seem out of 
touch with Texans. Both candidates violated the first standard for debate by intentionally 
disrespecting and insulting one another. These violations were committed strategically in order 
to highlight the opponent’s weaknesses with voters. O’Rourke wanted to remind Texans that 
Cruz had not upheld his commitments as Senator, and Cruz hoped to paint O’Rourke as too 
liberal for conservative Texas.  
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The candidates also failed to consistently answer the moderator’s questions and stay within their 
allotted speaking time. When asked how he would handle border control, focused on open trade 
and his fight against the proposed wall along the U.S.-Mexico border. After Cruz pointed out that 
O’Rourke had not answered the question, moderator Sarah Forgany encouraged O’Rourke to 
“tell us your specific plan to secure our border.” He complied. Answering a later question about 
what he tells his children in the “Me Too” era, O’Rourke answered the question, then quickly 
pivoted to focus on Cruz’s record on the Violence Against Women Act, equal pay for equal 
work, and maternal healthcare. While not completely avoiding the question, this was again a 
strategic decision on O’Rourke’s part. Texas has a particularly high maternal mortality rate 
among U.S. states,15 and O’Rourke could use this issue as a way to demonstrate that Cruz was 
not helping Texas resolve this problem, where focusing on “Me Too” ran the risk of alienating 
voters who saw that controversy as Hollywood liberal sensitivity.  
 
Civility also becomes an explicit point of conversation when the moderator asked the candidates 
what responsibility they had to practice civility as public figures. In his answer, O’Rourke 
highlighted his receipt of Allegheny College’s Prize for Civility in Public Life. After winter 
weather cancelled flights from West Texas to Washington, D.C., O’Rourke and Republican Will 
Hurd made the 1600-mile road trip together, live-streaming collegial discussions on divisive 
issues. Cruz’s response was more complicated—violating some of the standards of debate he was 
claiming to uphold. Cruz noted that, “If you look at my disagreements with Congressman 
O’Rourke, they haven’t been personal attacks, they’ve been his voting record in Congress that 
has been markedly out of step with the people of Texas. You are right that there is a loss of 
civility, there is an anger, there is a rage on the far left that is really frightening.” Cruz is right—
as we have seen above, his violations of norms of politeness and civility tend to be subtler than 
name-calling or outright insults. However, his claim that incivility is primarily the purview of the 
left can also be seen as a way of escalating conflict or lying, as it is relatively easy to find 
examples of anger, rage, and uncivil rhetoric on both sides of the aisle.  
 
Cruz’s statement about liberal incivility ultimately led to an exchange that highlights the 
challenges of assessing civility in moderated political debates. As Cruz continued to discuss rage 
and anger on the left, moderator Jason Whitely jumped in:  
 
 Cruz: You know, the images... 
 Whitely: But doesn’t that… 

Cruz: Hold on, hold on, let me answer with, don’t interrupt me Jason! [Audience 
murmurs, audible “whoa” from an audience member] The images of a left-wing mob 
beating on the doors of the Supreme Court, that’s not good for our country. 
 

On the one hand, Whitely was violating norms of discourse by interrupting Cruz. On the other 
hand, he was upholding the standards expected of a moderator by challenging Cruz on what 
seemed like an extreme statement. While we don’t know what Whitely would have said had he 
been allowed to continue speaking, it is possible that he would have objected to Cruz’s claim that 
outrage was uniquely liberal or the implication that protest is anti-democratic. So how do we 

 
15 Novack, Sophie (2018). “What’s Going on with Texas’ Maternal Mortality Rate?” Texas Observer, April 12. 
https://www.texasobserver.org/what-is-going-on-with-texas-maternal-mortality-rate/.  
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understand these sorts of exchanges? Moderators may have to engage in uncivil behavior to 
enforce rules fairly. As viewers, we then have to decide under what conditions to accept certain 
impoliteness. Is interruption okay when trying to correct or fact-check a statement? Is it okay to 
call someone a liar if he or she has, in fact, lied in the past? Not all incivility is inherently and 
normatively unacceptable; in some cases it can be used to push political discussion towards more 
democratic ends.  
 
 
What We Can Learn From This Debate 
 
In the second debate between Ted Cruz and Beto O’Rourke, the candidates and, to a lesser 
extent, the moderators, violated many of the standards for debate outlined by the National 
Institute for Civil Discourse. These violations, particularly the use of uncivil rhetoric, likely 
affected citizens’ ability to learn about the candidates and their engagement with the campaigns 
more generally. Research on incivility demonstrates that it mobilizes and rallies, making certain 
people more enthusiastic about politics and more likely to participate on- and off-line.16 
Legitimate criticisms and negativity lead citizens to be more likely to turn out on Election Day.17 
Within this context, candidates make a strategic decision about how much and what forms of 
incivility to use to engage voters and encourage them to get out the vote.  
 
What is more, it is unclear that the incivility deployed by Cruz and O’Rourke prevented the 
debates from achieving their primary objective: offering a means for citizens to learn about the 
two candidates and their positions. Both candidates outlined substantial policy positions on 
major issues, from border security and immigration to healthcare and climate change. If 
anything, research on incivility suggests that it may have helped people remember the 
candidates’ arguments.18 Not only can incivility boost participation, but it can also help people 
process and retain information.  
 
This is not to say that incivility should be considered a net positive for politics—we have seen 
the ways in which polarization and the inability to communicate across party lines have wreaked 
havoc on democratic norms of mutual toleration and legislative compromise. However, in the 
context of a campaign debate, we have to think critically about how to best engage and teach 
citizens without widening the gap between them. Cruz and O’Rourke walked this tightrope well, 
mostly avoiding egregious disrespect for each other or the rules of debate while elaborating on 
their own policy positions and dismissing those of their opponent. Meanwhile, the moderators 
demonstrated that sometimes incivility is a necessary part of the process of upholding 
institutional rules.  
  

 
16 Borah, Porismita (2014). “Interaction of Incivility and News Frames in the Political Blogosphere: Consequences 
and Psychological Mechanisms.” Handbook of Research on Political Activism in the Information Age. Ashu M. G. 
Solo, ed. Hershey, PA: Information Science Reference.  
17 Kahn, Kim Fridkin and Patrick J. Kenney. (1999). Do Negative Campaigns mobilize or Suppress Turnout? 
Clarifying the Relationship between Negativity and Participation. American Political Science Review 93(4):877-889.  
18 Mutz, 2015. Minich, Anthony Lee, Albee Therese O. Mendoza and Emily Cheshire Brown. (2018). Effect of 
Incivility on Attitudes and Information Seeking. North American Journal of Psychology 20(1): 195-210.  
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Civility in the 2018 Wisconsin Debates for U.S. Senate 

Julia Azari, Marquette University  
 
Democratic incumbent Tammy Baldwin is one-half of the country’s most polarized Senate 
delegation. In contrast with her Republican counterpart Ron Johnson, Baldwin is one of the 
country’s most liberal Senators (Zeller 2017). In a purple state where Scott Walker both survived 
a recall election in 2012 and won reelection in 2014, and where Donald Trump unexpectedly 
won the electoral votes in 2016, Baldwin’s seat might have seemed like a natural pick-up for the 
GOP.  
 
However, Baldwin has remained popular and maintained a double-digit lead over Republican 
Leah Vukmir throughout the race. For her part, Vukmir fought a competitive primary race and 
defeated Kevin Nicholson. The candidates had contended over their conservative credibility, 
with both candidates asserting their loyalty to President Trump.  
 
Baldwin has been a critic of the Trump administration, though her approach also reflects some 
awareness of the divided nature of the state she represents. Despite her liberal record and 
reputation, Tammy Baldwin has found a point of common ground with President Trump by 
embracing “buy American” initiatives. According to FiveThirtyEight.com, her “Trump score” is 
a 24.4. – not the lowest among Democratic lawmakers, but much lower than the site’s algorithm 
would predict based on Trump’s vote margin in Wisconsin.  
 
The 2018 Senate race also took place against a backdrop of tense politics in Wisconsin. The 
state’s partisan politics have become increasingly defined by a rural-urban divide (Cramer 2016). 
In 2011, Governor Scott Walker, along with Republicans in the state assembly, introduced a bill 
to severely restrict the power of public sector unions. The legislation was met with significant 
protests, including Democratic state senators briefly fleeing the state to delay a vote. The bill’s 
passage has altered the political landscape in Wisconsin, inspiring a 2012 election to recall 
Walker and expanding the gap between the state’s Democrats and Republicans. This era has also 
produced controversy over the drawing of state legislative districts, resulting in several lawsuits 
and frustration on the left over the maps that conferred an advantage on Republicans in the State 
Assembly and Senate.  
 
Although Baldwin entered the 2018 Senate contest as a safe incumbent, the political environment 
in Wisconsin was very much shaped by closely fought and rancorous partisan politics. This 
tension was evident in the 2018 debates, in which healthcare, immigration, and veterans’ issues, 
as well as abortion, trade, and the nomination of Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh.  
 
Vukmir and Baldwin held three debates in October, 2018, leading up to the election in 
November. Two debates featured a panel of moderators asking questions, and one featured the 
two candidates sitting at a small table with local news anchor Mike Gousha, on a stage at the 
Marquette University Law School. The formats shaped the civility context in some ways; in the 
second debate, the panelists insisted on asking the questions and shut down attempts by the 
candidates to ask questions directly of each other in a heated exchange. In a particularly striking 
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moment in the third debate, Baldwin said, “Leah is lying again,” while the two sat inches from 
each other, prompting a quiet admonishment from moderator Gousha.  
 
Civility defies a simple definition. In its most basic form, incivility in the context of a debate 
involves behaving disrespectfully toward the other candidates, the process, or the moderators. 
Such disrespect can involve name-calling, lying or making accusations. By some standards, these 
debates were devoid of serious rancor, but uncivil language, characterization of opponents’ 
positions in derogatory ways, and accusations of bad faith were also part of the exchanges. Three 
themes help illustrate the tone and civility of the Baldwin-Vukmir debates: gender, incumbency, 
and nationalization of the race.  
 
 
Incumbency  
 
While the two other themes, gender and the nationalization of party politics, might seem more 
obviously linked to civility, incumbency was most readily in evidence as a factor behind 
incivility in the debates. Baldwin was a safe incumbent, and Vukmir’s comments zeroed in on 
her record, frequently engaging in insults and name-calling even in opening statements. 
Researchers have reached different conclusions about the relationship between incumbency and 
negativity; for example, Hassell and Oeltjenbruns (2016) find that open seat candidates engage in 
distinct patterns of personal negativity compared with incumbents and challengers in 
Congressional races.  
 
A clear strategy on Vukmir’s part emerged during the debates, however. She wanted to 
encourage her audience to evaluate Baldwin’s record as a Senator, drawing attention to her 
Washington insider status, her effectiveness, and her connection to the priorities of 
Wisconsinites. She mentioned Baldwin’s name far more than Baldwin mentioned her, and many 
of the references noted not just disagreement but were accusations that Baldwin was doing a bad 
job, perhaps even acting in bad faith.  
 
In the third debate, both candidates were asked an opening question about whether the election 
was a referendum on President Trump – a subject I address more fulsomely in the section below 
on nationalization. Vukmir praised the president’s record and tied it to political changes in 
Wisconsin. Her answer pivoted to attacking Baldwin – after describing herself, she said “not the 
special interests that Sen. Baldwin has received millions of dollars from,” and also suggested that 
Baldwin endorsed the expansion of government to solve society’s problems. Neither of these are 
especially outrageous or bold insults in the context of twenty-first century American politics, but 
both are notable for their awkward delivery. Vukmir paused before talking about Baldwin’s 
connection to “special interests” as if remembering scripted points after her statement had 
already gone in a different direction.  
 
Vukmir also tied Baldwin’s incumbency to attacks related to the confirmation of Justice Brett 
Kavanaugh. During the second debate, she criticized Baldwin for making a decision to vote 
against Kavanaugh without gaining full information. “Are you that ineffective as a senator that 
you couldn’t get a meeting?” Vukmir asked. She followed up by expanding into Baldwin’s 
record: “You haven’t done your job in Washington. You miss hearings, you miss votes.”   
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Not surprisingly, these statements prompted a strong response from Baldwin: “Leah is lying 
again.” At this point, the panel of moderators stepped in and prevented Vukmir from asking a 
follow-up question, maintaining that only the panel could ask questions.  
 
As outrage and insults go, this exchange did not cross any established boundaries. The discussion 
remained focused on the behavior of the incumbent in office. It also highlighted the imbalance in 
the positions of incumbent and challenger. Vukmir’s tactic throughout the three debates seemed 
to be highlighting Baldwin’s shortcomings, disparaging both her stances and her performance in 
office. Baldwin rarely mentioned Vukmir, by contrast, unless in direct response to her. Overall, 
both parties engaged in some personal jabs over issue stances, but the imbalance created by 
Baldwin’s incumbency status offered Vukmir a distinct opportunity to push at the boundaries of 
civility.  
 
 
Gender  
 
The 2018 Wisconsin Senate race was one of several in which both major party candidates were 
women. As gender scholar Kelly Dittmar has observed, however, a contest between two 
candidates of the same gender does not mean that gender will be “neutralized;” different 
candidates can manipulate gendered ideas and images in distinct ways. Meredith Conroy 
observes that female candidates sometimes benefit from having more masculine traits – or at 
least being depicted that way in media coverage (2015).   
 
Building on her case that Baldwin was an incumbent with a long track record of playing insider 
politics, Vukmir drew on gendered ideas to establish her outsider credibility. She repeatedly 
described herself as a “mom with a cause,” and a “middle class mom.” Such claims to outsider 
authenticity, particularly motherhood, are closely linked to ways in which women have made 
political appeals (Beail and Longworth 2013, Parry-Giles 2014). Because women have 
historically been excluded from politics, womanhood and outsider status are reinforcing. 
Mentions of motherhood not only tie into traditional expectations, but also contrast the public 
and private spheres. This subtly invokes partisan differences, calling on a distinctly Republican 
trope about the importance of home and private life (Gerring 1998). Vukmir’s implied contrast 
between herself and Baldwin touches on their respective motivations for seeking office. 
Vukmir’s juxtaposed her own interest in public life, stemming from concern about her children, 
with Baldwin’s connections to “special interests” and “friends in the Hamptons.” In other words, 
Vukmir did not call Baldwin names or use insulting language, but she drew on gendered ideas in 
order to question the Senator’s motives.  
 
Vukmir also repeated a line in several debates in which she asked Baldwin to “imagine you had a 
son or daughter” when criticizing Baldwin’s stances on healthcare. Once again this did not fit the 
typical model of incivility, but instead subtly drew attention to Baldwin’s childless status, both 
highlighting her gender nonconformity in this regard (Baldwin was the first openly lesbian 
woman to be elected to the U.S. Senate) and again calling her motives and empathy into 
question.  
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Nationalization of the Race  
 
House and Senate races always feature a combination of national and local issues, and this one 
was no exception. In line with recent trends (Hopkins 2018; Jacobson 2015), national issues 
heavily animated the debates, with particular attention to immigration and healthcare, and the 
prominence of national issues naturally lent itself to heated debate that sometimes pushed at the 
boundaries of civility.  
 
Of course, the ultimate national issue in 2018 was President Trump himself. When asked 
whether she had any common ground with the president, Baldwin said that she welcomed his 
“Buy American” initiative and appreciated his efforts to promote it in Wisconsin. Vukmir 
offered praise for the president’s record so far, and at one point accused Baldwin of opposing 
anything supported by the president.  
 
Not surprisingly, some of the most heated exchanges occurred when talking not about Trump 
specifically but about the administration’s immigration policies. Vukmir characterized Baldwin’s 
immigration position as lax and inattentive to border security: “she supports MS-13 gang 
members coming across our border… her view of a border is a line in the sand with a wink and a 
nod.” Vukmir also took Baldwin to task for her failure to support Kate’s Law, a piece of 
legislation introduced in response to the murder of a woman by an undocumented immigrant. 
This particular characterization came in response to a question about how Wisconsin’s 
agricultural industry would fare without immigrant labor, fitting into the incivility criterion of 
failing to directly answer a question. In a different debate, Vukmir suggested that Baldwin 
wanted open borders, to which Baldwin responded, “that’s nonsense.”  
 
For Baldwin’s part, the immigration discussion was one of the few times she raised her voice 
during the debates. She asserted, “we don’t put children in cages,” and called the 
administration’s policy changes “despicable.”  
 
The discussion of healthcare, a prominent issue in all three debates, led to questions about each 
candidate’s record and true position. Baldwin suggested that Vukmir had sided with insurance 
companies in votes cast in the Wisconsin state Senate. Vukmir made references to “Baldwin-
care” and suggested that Baldwin’s plan would eliminate existing programs, allow for a 
government takeover of the industry, and prevent Americans from seeing specialists. In each 
case, these were fairly standard partisan characterizations of each party’s position: Democrats in 
favor of government takeover; Republicans too close to the insurance industry. But these were 
delivered with in ways that personalized the stances and implied bad faith and dishonesty.  
 
Abortion also came up in the October 13 debate. Vukmir described her anti-abortion views, 
contrasting them with Baldwin’s pro-choice position. Baldwin explained her own views by 
stating, “I don’t believe this is an area where the government, or Leah Vukmir, should be able to 
intervene.” This kind of statement does not convey overt disrespect in the vein of name-calling 
or insults, but does constitute an effort to recast in more personal terms. 
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A recurring theme throughout the debates was that Baldwin had lost touch with the state’s 
values. Vukmir repeatedly referred to her opponent’s “friends in the Hamptons,” and betrayed 
her constituents. These refrains were sometimes connected to policy, but also linked to culture, 
as Vukmir suggested that her Democratic opponent was more comfortable with her elite coastal 
friends than “at a Friday night fish fry” – a cultural institution in Wisconsin.  
 
The nationalization of the race provided opportunities both for the candidates to engage in some 
tense and occasionally disrespectful exchanges over contentious national issues. The tension 
between national and local politics also offered the challenger an opportunity to depict herself as 
authentically rooted in the state, and contrast herself with her opponent’s national profile. 
However, there is little evidence that these appeals were particularly effective.  
 
 
Wisconsin-style Incivility  
 
Numerous cultural tropes highlight the upper Midwest as a place where confrontations are quiet 
and indirect (Kix 2015). The 2018 Senate debates fit this stereotype to some degree; comments 
on the candidates’ stances and personal lives came quietly rather than with outraged language or 
raised tones. Nevertheless, the debates conveyed several clear messages: the candidates did not 
trust each other or consider the other to hold policy positions in good faith. Incumbency 
produced an asymmetry in this regard, with challenger Vukmir spending much more time talking 
about Baldwin’s record, character, and policy positions than Baldwin did about Vukmir.  
 
What can we learn about polarization in purple states from these debates? The 2018 case 
arguably constitutes a “hard case” for detecting the themes of polarization. Baldwin was a 
popular incumbent who won reelection easily in November, and 2018 proved to be a strong year 
for Democrats in general. As a result, what we saw in the Senate debates may have been toned 
down compared to a more competitive year. Nevertheless, this round of debates illustrates the 
interaction between partisan polarization and candidate-centered politics. In this sense, the 
debates provided an opportunity to draw on personal characteristics – some gendered or rooted in 
local identity – to make arguments about partisan politics and culturally contentious issues. 
Vukmir drew on her identity as a mother in order to bolster conservative credibility, and took 
aim at Baldwin’s local credibility. Baldwin accused Vukmir of lying about her record. In other 
words, the polarized context of the Wisconsin Senate race created opportunities for tense, 
negative, and sometimes personal exchanges, even if they did not cross the line into serious 
incivility.  
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Civility and Incivility in the 2016 Presidential Debates19 

Robert G. Boatright, Clark University and Timothy J. Shaffer, Kansas State 
University 

The 2016 Presidential debates were expected by many people to be pivotal events in the year’s 
general election campaign.  The first debate was watched by an estimated 81.4 million people – 
the largest audience for any presidential debate in history, and in sum, according to Nielsen 
ratings over 90 million people watched one or more of the debates (Katz, 2016).  The debates 
were also expected to be particularly unpleasant affairs; before the first debate many in the media 
commented on the ugliness of the campaign and on their low expectations regarding the quality 
of the debate.  In this regard, it is hard to say that they were disappointed.  In an editorial the 
following morning, the New York Times editorial board wrote that “it’s absurd that the fate of the 
race, and the future of the nation, might carom this way or that based on a 90-minute television 
ritual so tainted by falsehoods” (The Editorial Board, 2016).  

In this essay, we seek to measure the level of incivility in the 2016 debates.  The myriad claims 
regarding the 2016 debates essentially boil down to two things:  the candidates, and Donald 
Trump in particular, were particularly uncivil, and that this incivility was unprecedented.  This 
second point bears particular emphasis; in every election year there have been complaints about 
the quality of the debates and the tone of the debaters.  We knew this going into this year’s 
debates; the aforementioned New York Times editorial begins, in fact, with the claim that 
“‘Debate’ is an iffy word for an exercise in which candidates are prompted by moderators to dole 
out their stump speeches bit by bit under hot lights while a clock counts the seconds and every 
quip and jab and stumble is used to keep score and proclaim a ‘winner.’”  Such observations 
were not unusual in the mainstream media.  Yet they beg an obvious question – compared to 
what?  To be fair to the participants, and to Mr. Trump in particular, we must ask ourselves how 
far short the 2016 debates fell in comparison to reasonable standards of debate conduct, and how 
much worse they were than prior years’ presidential debates. 

We address these questions in this paper using a set of debate standards, and an accompanying 
debate measurement tool, developed by the National Institute for Civil Discourse (NICD), a 
bipartisan organization established in 2011 with the goal of increasing, improving, and studying 
civility in American political and social discourse.  The NICD debate standards, a set of 
recommendations regarding the civility of the debate participants, were developed well before 
the 2016 major party nominees were chosen, based on the suggestions of many people familiar 
with candidate debates.  The statements of the candidates and the debate moderators were then 
measured with reference to these standards by student volunteers at five different educational 
institutions.  These evaluations indicate that both candidates, and Donald Trump in particular, 

 
19 We acknowledge the assistance of NICD staff members Raquel Goodrich and Jane Calderwood for their work 
developing the Revive Civility program; Professors Greg Weiner, Chris Weber, Samara Klar, and  Carl Luna for 
distributing the questionnaires to their students; the City Clubs of Boise, Cleveland, and San Francisco for also using 
the questionnaires; and Clark University students Joya Hall, Becca Hadik, Jana Kelnhofer, Lauren Meininger, and 
Donovan Smith for coding the questionnaire responses.  The questionnaire was developed in accordance with the 
protocols established by the Clark University and Kansas State University Institutional Review Boards.  The 
arguments made in this paper are those of the authors, not of the National Institute for Civil Discourse. 
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did violate widely held norms of civility.  The ability of volunteers to reach this conclusion was 
not strongly affected by partisanship or any other characteristics of those coding the debates. 

These conclusions may seem unsurprising to some.  We would argue, however, that the specific 
details of our coders’ evaluations of the debates lead to two larger questions.  First, how much 
can we learn about the enterprise of measuring civility from this year’s debates?  That is, given 
that this was our first experience using this particular method of coding debate performance, how 
can we improve our measurement tools in order to evaluate future debates?  And second, are 
there ways in which our findings suggest that debates might be improved?  The Commission on 
Presidential Debates has tinkered with the structure of presidential debates ever since its 
establishment in 1987.  While it might be tempting to write off this year’s debates, and this 
year’s historically unpopular candidates, as an aberration, we owe it to ourselves as a nation to 
see what we can learn about how to improve debates before we reach this conclusion. 

Of all the things to measure in debates, however, why do we emphasize civility here?  A detailed 
defense of civility is beyond the ambit of this paper.  As a means of providing a preliminary 
justification, however, we note three widely accepted claims about the importance of civility.  
First, citizens want it – in virtually all surveys, overwhelming majorities of citizens say that they 
want greater civility in our nation’s political discourse, that they want politicians to interact in a 
more civil fashion, and that civility ranks highly among our concerns in selecting leaders.  
Second, civility is an end in itself; as Sellers (2004, 16) argues, a commitment to civility is a 
commitment to a shared democratic public, to a joint pursuit of the public good.  And third, as 
Kingwell (1995, ch. 2) has argued, civil behavior is indicative of other political skills. A 
politician who has shown that he or she can engage in civil discussions of contentious political 
issues has shown that he or she will likely be able to be an effective negotiator, to reach 
compromises with political competitors, or otherwise to effectively pursue goals.  All of these 
claims – and there are certainly others that could be made about the importance of civility – 
suggest that a focus on civility in presidential debates is warranted. 

In this essay we first review literature on discourse in presidential debates and on civility in 
debates more generally.  We summarize the development of the debate questionnaire, as a means 
of providing a sort of methodology for our discussion of civility.  We then present three different 
measurements of the debates:  quantitative measures of our coders’ evaluations of the debates, 
with attention paid to differences among different categories of student coders; open-ended 
responses given by coders to the candidate statements that struck them as being indicative of the 
candidates’ civility or incivility; and a comparison between the civility measurements and 
retrospective evaluations of civility in previous years’ presidential debates.  We close with some 
thoughts on how to improve our measurement tools and how to improve debates. 

 
Where Civility Fits in the Study of Presidential Debates 
 
Presidential debates are in many ways an unusual place to go looking for civility.  Although 
there is a long history in the United States of debates among candidates for office, general 
election presidential candidate debates have only consistently taken place since 1976.  In any 
given year, it will not necessarily be in the interest of both candidates to have debates; a 
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candidate who is comfortably ahead in the polls does not necessarily benefit from appearing on a 
stage with his or her rival, nor does a candidate who expects his or her opponent to have superior 
debating skills.  The establishment of debates was followed by a lengthy and complex battle 
among the candidates and parties over what the debate rules should be and how they should be 
enforced, even on such matters as whether the candidates should shake hands (Minow and 
Lamay 200; Schroeder 2000, 49).  The Commission on Presidential Debates, established in 1987, 
was designed in part to coordinate this negotiating process and to serve as a nonpartisan 
institution that would enforce debate rules.  Since that time, the political parties have negotiated 
memorandums of understanding (MOUs) to specify debate format, how the stage should appear, 
what sorts of questions are permissible, and so forth. 
 
This structure leaves little to chance.  Consequently, presidential debates have at times served as 
“dueling press conferences,” where candidates seek to shift discussion toward their areas of 
expertise or advantage, often at the expense of whatever topics the debate or the debate questions 
were supposed to be about.  The burden of assuring that the debate conforms to the agreed-upon 
topics and format often falls upon the debate moderator.  As Schroeder (2000, 125) recounts, 
moderators have spent substantial time preparing for how to confront instances where candidates 
break the rules and deciding whether to let candidates proceed in such instances or to point out to 
them that they have violated the rules they themselves established. 
 
Presidential debates are also in many ways preparation for the post-debate news cycle.  Research 
suggests that many debates are won or lost not on the stage, but in the day after the debate, as 
candidates’ surrogates compete to frame their candidate’s debate performance (e.g. Fridkin, 
Kenney, Gershon, and Woodall 2008).  A pithy quote, a devastating quip, or an awkward gaffe 
may not substantially influence the course of the debate itself or the reactions of those who are 
watching the debate, but if a clip of that remark is played frequently on television the next day, a 
candidate may “win” the debate based on that short segment.  Accordingly, candidates tend to 
rehearse jokes or other remarks for insertion into the debate. 
 
Given these influences, it is perhaps remarkable that norms of civility do persist in debates.  
Jamieson and Birdsell (1988) argue that in any presidential debate there are still implied rules of 
civility.  The joint appearance of the candidates on a stage, without audience participation or 
visual cues, tends to place the focus on language and the quality of argument:  to prioritize 
reason over emotion, to reduce the tendency toward demagoguery and polemic, and to require 
candidates to provide some standards of evidence for their assertions.  It also tempers candidates’ 
propensity to directly attack each other.  The appearance of two competitors on an equal footing 
serves to establish norms about how the candidates will treat each other and each other’s 
arguments; even flaws in argument can be revealing and reflect poorly upon candidates who are 
not prepared to support what they have said.  These dynamics exist in part because candidates 
will presume that viewers will judge them, in part, based on their conformity to democratic 
norms.  Jamieson and Birdsell do note that there are enduring problems with this format; for 
instance, debaters are reluctant to give their opponents credit for anything or to acknowledge 
where they agree.  Despite these problems, however, the picture Jamieson and Birdsell paint of 
presidential debates – or at least, the picture that they painted in 1988, when the current debate 
system was in its infancy – is of a format that would not necessarily look like the classic Oxford-
style debate but would serve the needs of a democratic system. 
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It is important to note as well that despite the propensity to use canned rhetoric, debates do in 
fact have a different sort of rhetorical style than do other instances of candidate speech.  Hart 
(2000, 116-125) summarizes the rhetorical style of a variety of different regular speeches – 
debates, but also nomination acceptance speeches, state of the union addresses, inaugural 
speeches, and others – and concludes that debates do tend to be less scripted and more revealing 
of candidates’ ability to respond to points as they are made.  Hart argues that debates are high on 
what he calls the language of “insistence and self-reference” and low on ceremonial language.  
Candidates seek to justify and defend themselves, and they tend to do so by using more 
conversational language than they would otherwise.  Candidates also, despite the confrontational 
format of debates, tend to use a less partisan rhetorical style in debates than they do in other 
speeches, perhaps because such an approach comes naturally, or perhaps because they assume 
they are speaking to some people who do not share their partisan inclinations. 
 
These findings are borne out in Benoit’s (2014) study of the content of presidential debates and 
comparison of those debates with election debates in other countries.  Benoit analyzes phrases 
within debates and places them in one of three categories:  attacks on one’s opponent; acclaims, 
or celebrations of one’s own achievements; and defenses of one’s ideas or achievements.  Just as 
Jamieson and Birdsell have emphasized the link between democratic norms and civil debate, so 
Benoit shows that a more civil debating style is characteristic of more developed democracies.  
Although there are some predictable differences among candidates in all countries – for instance, 
challengers are more likely to attack their opponents than are incumbents – Benoit concludes that 
debates in more developed democracies tend to feature fewer attacks than those in less-
developed ones, and that in more developed countries the debates focus more on policy and less 
on character.  Even if one limits one’s consideration to the United States, the trend since the 
1970s has, with the exception of the 2004 election, been toward more policy-oriented discussion 
and away from direct attacks on one’s opponent.  This pattern exists not just among presidential 
debates, but among legislative and gubernatorial ones as well. 
 
The literature on presidential debates is thus an optimistic one.  It suggests that debates are good 
and can be further improved.  It also suggests several yardsticks for measuring civility, including 
an avoidance of insults or attacks, especially when they have to do with character rather than 
policy views; a willingness to answer questions rather than to shift subjects; and an ability to 
provide evidence or justification for one’s views.  The literature also suggests that we should be 
concerned with the efforts made by the debate moderators to serve as the arbiters of civility and 
the enforcers of rules, while at the same time being aware that moderators are constrained in 
doing so and may in some circumstances help us to understand the candidates by choosing not to 
step in and enforce rules.  And, perhaps most importantly, this literature suggests that civility is 
maintained by us:  that candidates will behave in a civil fashion when, and only when, they 
believe that our preference for civility and democratic norms of discourse will lead us to punish 
candidates who violate them. 
 
 
Creating and Measuring the Debate Standards 
 
In early 2015, well before the 2016 primaries had begun, the National Institute for Civil 
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Discourse developed a list of potential debate standards.  Separate lists were composed for 
candidates, debate moderators, and the debate audience.  These standards were drawn from 
research on deliberation techniques as well as on experimental and survey research on citizens’ 
definitions of what constitutes civil and uncivil public discourse (Stryker and Danielson 2013; 
Stryker, Conway, and Danielson 2016).  These potential standards were presented first to the 
NICD board.  In particular, members of the NICD board who had previously been participants in 
debates, as presidential candidate, governors, United States Senators and Representatives, state 
legislators, or as the moderators of debates, were asked to provide their responses to the 
proposed standards.   Other academics, journalists, politicians, or concerned citizens who have 
worked with NICD in the past were also invited comment on the proposed standards.   
 
Following these consultations, the list of standards was winnowed to five recommended 
standards for each category. The final debate standards for candidates requested that candidates 

1. Be respectful of others in speech and behavior 
2. Answer the questions being asked by the moderator 
3. Make ideas and feelings known without intentionally disrespecting others 
4. Take responsibility for past and present behavior, speech and actions  
5. When faced with incivility, make an effort to stand against it 

The standards for moderators were similar; moderators were asked to 
1. Address uncivil behavior by naming it and moderating the conversation to move 

toward a more respectful dialogue 
2. Enforce debate rules equally 
3. Hold candidates accountable by challenging each candidate to speak the truth and act 

with integrity 
4. Treat all candidates equally in regards to the complexity of questions and debate rules 

5. Be respectful when interacting with candidates 

NICD released these standards to the public, along with a call for presidential candidates and 
presidential debate moderators to adhere to these standards in their debates.  More than eighty 
organizations, including groups as diverse as the AARP, the National Civil League, the Faith and 
Politics Institute, and the U.S. Association of Former Members of Congress, signed a statement 
of support of these standards, as did 1,300 different individuals.20  While none of the candidates 
officially endorsed the standards, two of the debate moderators – Martha Raddatz (ABC) and 
Elaine Quijano21 (CBS), wrote back to the NICD to let them know that they had considered the 
standards as part of their strategy as moderators. 

    
NICD also developed scorecards and a survey questionnaire based on these standards.  
Scorecards were distributed to viewing audiences at City Clubs in Cleveland, Boise, San 
Francisco, and several other cities.  The questionnaires, which serve as the basis for the 
discussion in the remainder of this paper, were developed by the NICD staff, under the direction 
of NICD Research Network Director Robert Boatright and Principal Research Specialist 
Timothy Shaffer, and approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Clark University and 
Kansas State University.  The questionnaire (included as an appendix to this article) presented a 

 
20 For a full list of debate standards partners, see http://nicd.arizona.edu/debate-standards-partners. 
21 Quijano moderated the vice presidential debate, which we do not analyze in this paper. 
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series of yes/no questions about the candidates, with an invitation to the respondent to fill in 
examples of civil or uncivil behaviors.  For instance, in regards to the first standard (“be 
respectful of others in speech and behavior”), respondents were asked if there were instances in 
the debate where candidate A insulted candidate B, or (as a separate question) where candidate A 
insulted someone else other than candidate B.  For this standard, then, there were four yes/no 
questions about insults by candidate A, the two equivalent questions about candidate B, and then 
an open ended question about examples of insults for each of these four yes/no questions.  The 
questionnaire consisted of fourteen yes/no questions, with accompanying open-ended responses, 
about candidate civility, There were six questions on the civility of the moderator, again with 
accompanying open-ended responses.  Respondents were also asked nine different demographic 
questions, including standard seven-point questions on ideology and partisanship, whether they 
were registered to vote, their anticipated vote choice, sex, race, age, education level, and income 
level.  The demographic questions and the standardized response categories for them were based 
on those used in the American National Election Studies and other commonly used surveys. 
 
The questionnaires were used for debate audiences at five different colleges or universities:  
Clark University, a private liberal arts university in Worcester, Massachusetts; Kanas State 
University, a comprehensive land-grant university in Manhattan, Kansas; the University of 
Arizona, a large land-grant university in Tucson, Arizona; San Diego Mesa College, a two-year 
public community college in San Diego, California; and Assumption College, a private Catholic 
liberal arts college in Worcester, Massachusetts.  While these institutions do not comprise a 
random sample of college students, they were chosen to provide variation in geography, in the 
size of the school, in student selectivity, and in the partisanship or ideology of the students.  At 
each school, students watched the debate as a group.  They were given the questionnaire at the 
beginning of the debate and were given several minutes after the debate to complete it.  Students 
watching the debate were given a brief speech by a member of the research team about the 
purpose of the questionnaire, and were asked to refrain from making partisan remarks during the 
debate and to avoid using social media for the duration of the debate.  Not all schools 
participated in all debates; the number of respondents is listed, by school, in Table 1, along with 
other descriptive statistics about the respondents.  The questionnaire responses serve as the basis 
for our analysis of the 2016 debates. 

Table 1:  Respondent Characteristics 
 
School Debate Total Male Female Clinton Trump 
 1 2 3      
Assumption College 28 2 7 37 38% 54% 27% 43% 
Clark University 39 2 18 59 32 61 73 2 
Kansas State University 50 27 25 102 35 33 19 30 
San Diego Mesa Community 
College   7 7 57 14 57 0 

University of Arizona   24 24 41 46 46 17 
Total 117 31 81 229 36 45 41 20 
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Finally, two undergraduate research assistants were given copies of the debate questionnaire and 
asked to review past presidential debates and score them in the same fashion as students had 
answered the questionnaire for the 2016 presidential debates.  The two students each completed 
their own assessment of each presidential general election debate, going back to 1976, separately 
from each other, to ensure that we could have a basic measure of intercoder reliability.  These 
measurements serve as the basis for our comparison between the 2016 debates and prior debates 
in the penultimate section of this paper. 

 
 

Assessing the Civility of the Presidential Debates 
 
In this section we review respondents’ yes/no responses to a series of questions on civility in the 
debates.  We asked these questions of viewers in all three debates; as Table 1 indicates, we 
received 117 completed questionnaires for the first debate, 31 questionnaires for the second, and 
81 for the third.  Responses for the second debate are somewhat different than those for the first.  
This is in part a consequence of differences among respondents.  The second debate had fewer 
completed questionnaires, and most of these questionnaires were completed by Kansas State 
University students, who tended to be more conservative in their political views and more 
supportive of Donald Trump.   

 
As a reminder for readers, we also include in Table 2 a summary of the three debates.  The first 
debate focused upon a broad range of issues, especially foreign policy.  As is usually the case, it 
had the largest viewership of the three.  Among the memorable moments of the debate was 
Hillary Clinton’s recitation of allegedly misogynistic remarks made by Trump, which she 
delivered at the very end of the debate.  The second debate took place at the moment when 
Clinton was furthest ahead in the polls, and featured some of the harshest rhetoric from the two 
candidates, including Trump’s threat to put Clinton in jail.  The third debate included more 
questions than the first two had in Supreme Court nominations and other domestic policy plans.  
Post-debate surveys indicated that Clinton “won” all three in the eyes of viewers, but that Clinton 
performed better in the first debate than in the subsequent two. 

Table 2:  Debate Characteristics 
 
 
Debate Date Moderator Audience Format/Theme 
1 Sept. 26 Lester Holt (NBC) 84.0m  
2 Oct. 9 Anderson Cooper (CNN) 

Martha Raddatz (ABC) 
66.5m Town Hall 

3 Oct. 19 Chris Wallace (Fox) 71.6m  
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Candidate Civility 
 
Table 3 shows responses to all of the closed-ended questions on civility.  As this table shows, the 
candidates performed rather poorly in regards to the debate standards, and Donald Trump 
performed somewhat more poorly than did Hillary Clinton.  The first and third standards (be 
respectful of others in speech and behavior, and make ideas and feelings known without 
intentionally disrespecting others) were similar.  To measure these, we asked whether candidates 
insulted each other and whether they insulted any else.  Overwhelming majorities of respondents 
in all three debates were able to identify instances where the two candidates insulted each other.  
However, most respondents concluded that Trump insulted other people as well, but a majority 
concluded that Clinton did not insult anybody besides Trump. 

Table 3:  Questionnaire Responses 
 

Standard Question Debate  Variation Variation by 
   1 2 3 Total by Sex Partisanship 

1,3 Did Clinton directly insult Trump? 75
% 

71
% 

79
% 

76% + F  
1,3 Did Trump directly insult Clinton? 87 97 95 91   
1,3 Did Clinton insult anyone other than Trump? 19 27 33 25 + F + Trump 
1,3 Did Trump insult anyone other than Clinton? 79 87 86 83  + Clinton 

2 Did Clinton fail to answer questions asked by the 
moderator? 

35 63 60 47 + F + Trump 

2 Did Trump fail to answer questions asked by the 
moderator? 

80 86 76 79  + Clinton 

4 Did Clinton admit error in past statements or 
actions? 82 80 39 66  + Clinton 

4 Did Trump admit error in past statements or 
actions? 17 84 11 23  + Trump 

4 Did Clinton take responsibility for the negative 
consequences of any past statements or actions? 56 77 32 51  + Clinton 

4 Did Trump take responsibility for the negative 
consequences of any past statements or actions? 16 53 05 18  + Trump 

5 Did Clinton condemn uncivil statements made by 
Trump? 85 93 82 85  + Clinton 

5 Did Trump condemn uncivil statements made by 
Clinton? 59 47 51 55   

5 Did Clinton condemn uncivil statements made or 
uncivil actions taken by her supporters? 06 05 06 06   

5 Did Trump condemn uncivil statements made or 
uncivil actions taken by his supporters? 08 07 18 11   

1 Did the moderator object to uncivil statements 
made by either of the candidates? 29 77 37 39  + Clinton 

2 Did the moderator try to ensure that the 
candidates had equal time to speak? 87 80 91 88   

3 Did the moderator pursue or restate questions 
when candidates did not respond? 88 100 83 88   

3 Did the moderator challenge the candidates on 
any false statements? 78 80 74 76 + F  

4 Did the moderator treat the candidates with 
respect? 94 73 90 90   

5 Did the moderator treat the candidates equally in 
regard to the complexity of the questions asked? 81 79 88 84  + Clinton 
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There was also a split between the candidates in regard to the question about whether the 
candidates answered the moderators’ questions.  Respondents were split on whether Clinton did 
this, but the majority of respondents concluded that Trump did not adequately address the 
moderators’ questions.  This split was even more evident in respondents’ answers regarding the 
fourth standard (taking responsibility for past errors).  Clinton did directly apologize for her 
mishandling of emails during her tenure as Secretary of State, while Trump was called upon a 
few times to apologize for or correct various past statements.  Our respondents noted that Clinton 
did admit error but that Trump did not.   
 
We used two questions to measure candidate performance in regard to the fifth standard, whether 
candidates identified and condemned uncivil behavior by others.  We asked whether candidates 
pointed to uncivil behavior by their opponent and their opponent’s supporters, and whether they 
made reference to uncivil behavior by their own supporters.  These are admittedly imperfect 
questions, given the difference in debate strategy.  It is arguably a form of attack on one’s 
opponent to call attention to inappropriate things one’s opponent’s supporters have said – doing 
so puts one’s opponent on the defensive and pushes him or her to apologize.  On the other hand, 
condemning things one’s supporters is more of a defensive move, and runs the risk of alienating 
those supporters.  Few respondents argued that either candidate had condemned anything their 
own supporters did; a majority found instances where Clinton condemned Trump’s supporters’ 
actions, and a much smaller majority found instances where Trump made such claims about 
Clinton’s supporters. 
 
As one might expect, there were significant differences in responses according to characteristics 
of the respondents.  Rather than providing a long list of numbers, the two right-hand columns in 
the table note questions where there were significant (p<.05) differences among respondent 
groups in question responses for the full sample according to sex and intended vote choice.22  
These are not quite binary categories:  for vote choice, respondents had the option of answering 
that they did not know, that they were not planning to vote, or that they intended to vote for 
another candidate; for sex, a significant percentage of respondents did not respond but are 
included in the analysis.23  Sex was correlated with partisanship, in part because women in the 
full population tended to prefer Clinton, and in part because the most liberal of the five 
institutions (Clark University) also had a higher percentage of female respondents.  We asked 
several other demographic questions as well – on age, income, partisanship, and ideology.  Age 
and income showed little variation, in part because there is not very much variation among these 
for college students.  Differences by partisanship and ideology were similar to those by intended 
vote choice, so just to avoid confusion we only show the intended vote choice differences. 
 

 
22 We do this with the awareness that some respondents may have completed questionnaires for more than one 
debate, and thus may appear two or three times in the full dataset.  We did not track whether students did this, 
although we are certain that some did.  We use the aggregate numbers here, however, in part because we are merely 
interested in showing broad differences and in part because the numbers for the individual debates are less likely to 
show significant differences than are the aggregated ones. 
23 In compliance with Clark University’s IRB policy, respondents were given this question in open-ended format, 
which may have increased nonresponse.  It also prompted some respondents to give answers such as “I refuse binary 
options” or other uncategorizable responses. 
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Despite our anticipation that gender-related issues would play a major role in the campaign, 
however, there were only three responses that displayed significant differences by sex.  Since 
these questions all had to do with Hillary Clinton, we indicate the direction of the difference with 
reference to Clinton, the female candidate – that is, we mark significant differences as “+F” to 
show answers where female respondents were more favorable to the female candidate. (one 
could, of course, read this in the reverse, that male respondents were more favorable toward the 
male candidate).  All of these differences were in the direction we would have anticipated; 
women were more likely than men to say that Clinton did not insult Trump, that she did not 
insult people other than Trump, and that she did adequately respond to the moderators’ 
questions.  It is perhaps noteworthy that there were so few differences by sex; men and women 
had roughly the same views on the civility, or lack thereof, of Donald Trump. 
 
Voters’ intended vote choice, however, had an effect on many of the responses.  For these, we 
mark as “+Trump” questions where voters who expected to vote for Trump were more 
sympathetic to Trump, and likewise we mark as “+Clinton” instances where voters who 
anticipated voting for Clinton gave responses suggesting greater sympathy toward Clinton.  For 
example, on the question about whether Clinton insulted anyone other than Trump, we note that 
Trump supporters were more likely (36 percent versus 18 percent in the full sample) to find 
instances where Clinton insulted people, and Clinton supporters were more likely to find 
instances where Trump insulted people (93 percent versus 64 percent).  There are major 
differences here, and they are particularly evident in explaining the more pro-Trump responses in 
the second debate.  We found little evidence in media accounts or in our own viewing experience 
that Trump actually did behave in a more civil fashion in the second debate, so this difference 
seems likely to be driven by characteristics of our respondents. 
 
Despite the differences in partisanship, however, it is important to note that conservative, 
Republican, and/or pro-Trump respondents were more critical of their candidate than 
Democrats/liberals/Clinton supporters were of theirs.  For instance, a majority (64 percent) of 
Trump supporters still concluded that Trump insulted people other than Clinton, and a majority 
(60 percent) found instances where Trump did not adequately answer questions.  This seems to 
corroborate some claims made in the media about the election – many Trump voters still found 
some of his campaign rhetoric objectionable, and despite differences in partisanship people still 
saw the same things, in regards to candidate civility, in the debate. 
 
We also note that we had very few undecided voters in our sample.  10.9 percent said that they 
were undecided about who they were going to vote for.24  The undecided respondents tended to 
give more pro-Clinton responses. There was only one question (whether Trump responded 
adequately to moderators’ questions) where their responses were closer to those of Trump 
supporters than they were to those of Clinton supporters.  We did not ask the traditional battery 
of questions one uses to probe whether undecided voters are really “closet partisans,” but 
answers by these people to our partisanship and ideology questions do suggest that a significant 
percentage of the undecideds here were in many instances deciding between Clinton and a third-
party vote, not between Clinton and Trump.   
 

 
24 Another 13.1 percent declined to say who they were voting for; we exclude those from consideration in comments 
here but have included the in all other discussions above. 
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Moderator Civility 
 
Table 3 also shows differences in respondents’ evaluations of the performance of the moderators.  
Here we have somewhat more favorable accounts regarding civility and fewer partisan 
differences.  For the questions linked to four of the five standards (enforce debate rules equally, 
holding candidates accountable for their statements, ask equally complex answers of both 
candidates, and treat candidates with respect) a sizeable majority of our respondents felt the 
moderators lived up to these standards.  The only where they clearly did not was the first, 
addressing uncivil statements by the candidates.  On this question, most respondents felt that the 
moderators did not do a good job.  Answers to this question also displayed a significant but not 
overwhelming partisan gap – forty percent of Clinton supporters felt that the moderators did call 
out incivility by the candidates, but only 30 percent of Trump supporters felt this way.  The 
biggest partisan difference was in regards to the question of whether the candidates received 
equally complex questions; 92 percent of Clinton supporters felt that they were, but only 67 
percent of Trump supporters felt this way.  On both of these questions, the undecideds more 
closely resembled Clinton supporters than Trump supporters.25 
 
The general support for the moderators is qualified by two things – first, the reader will note that 
while responses were relatively uniform across the three debates, a large majority of our 
respondents did conclude that the moderators of the second debate (Anderson Cooper and 
Martha Radditz) did call out the candidates for uncivil statements toward each other.  As our 
discussion of open-ended responses below indicates, this was in part a reaction to actual things – 
the second debate took place after Trump’s “locker room” comments, and the moderators did 
make a point of asking him about this and asking Clinton about her “basket of deplorables” 
comment.  But the difference in who responded here may also play a role in shaping responses. 
 
Second, it is also noteworthy that our respondents’ answers do not necessarily correspond with 
media perceptions of the debates.  In our estimation, the moderator of the third debate (Chris 
Wallace) received far more praise for his performance than did the others.  There is little here 
that reflects that, which suggests perhaps that our questions were not sufficiently fine-grained, 
that our respondents were not attuned to the same sorts of things that media analysts were, or that 
in regards to civility there was in fact little difference in moderator performance. 
 
These responses, overall, corroborate what many close viewers of the debates might have 
concluded, which is perhaps a sign of the appropriateness of the standards or the relatively 
uncivil nature of the 2016 campaign.  In retrospect, one might argue that there are other things 
we could have asked or that could have been included in the standards.  For instance, some 
viewers objected to Donald Trump’s nonverbal behavior in the debates, particularly in the 
second, where he was said to have paced the stage in a vaguely menacing kind of way.  We shall 
return to such matters in our conclusions, but it does merit emphasizing that these were standards 
developed before the campaign began, based on expectations about civility and incivility derived 
from past presidential debates.  If these standards and the accompanying questions failed to see 

 
25 We have no particular insight into the lone difference by sex on the moderator questions – 82 percent of women 
but only 72 percent of men said that the moderator challenged the candidates on past statements.  This difference is 
just barely significant, however. 
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some characteristics of the 2016 debates or the 2016 candidates that might become troubling, 
they are certainly not the only predictions about the 2016 election that were inaccurate, and it is 
an open question as to how they might be revisited in future years. 
  
 
What did the Candidates Actually Say:  The Content of the Questionnaire Responses 
 
In addition to the questionnaire’s yes/no questions, respondents offered examples to back up 
their claims when responding affirmatively to questions. While these statements were often brief, 
theys offer insight into how survey coders justified their views.  

 
For example, responses to the first question (“At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton 
directly insult Donald Trump?”) were numerous, but identifiable themes emerged.  The most 
common response was primarily about how Clinton suggested Trump lived in his own reality 
relative to a number of topics and issues.  These included a perceived disconnect ranging from 
how to manage nuclear weapons to relating to middle-class voters.  Additionally, Clinton’s use 
of the phrase “Trumped up trickle-down economics,” comments about Trump’s belief that 
climate change was hoax, sexist statements and actions, as well as not providing his tax returns 
were all coded as insults towards Donald Trump. Clinton’s statement “…I prepared to be 
president, and I think that’s a good thing,” also registered for respondents as an insult.  

 
These are certainly critical statements about Trump, but the degree to which they might be 
considered insults is debatable to a neutral observer.  For instance, is it an insult to state that 
Trump made sexist statements when this claim has already been verified by multiple third-party 
sources?   Similarly, Clinton’s references to Trump’s views on the role of China regarding 
climate change drawn upon an easily verified tweet Trump made on November 6, 2012 in which 
he wrote, “The concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make 
U.S. manufacturing non-competitive.”  Is Clinton’s restatement of this to be considered an 
insult?  According to some of the respondents to this survey, it is.  

 
The same question—asking whether Donald Trump directly insulted Hillary Clinton—elicited a 
wider range of responses.  For example, respondents identified many statements made by Trump 
such as him possession of “better judgment and temperament than [Clinton] does” and Clinton’s 
lack of a “presidential look” or “stamina” to hold the office.   Concerns about how Clinton had 
not accomplished her goals during her thirty years in politics, mismanaging her email as 
Secretary of State, or being a “political hack” were all raised by Trump and were coded as 
insults.  Across the board, Trump’s insults were more personal and direct, relying less on public 
information and more on personal interpretations and views.  

 
Questions about whether or not Clinton or Trump insulted anyone other than each other also 
yielded disparate responses.  Only 25 percent of respondents found that Clinton insulted others, 
and the examples of this that respondents provided were other politicians, such as President 
George W. Bush or Republicans more generally, regarding policy issues such as Bush’s foreign 
policy concerning Iraq and Afghanistan.  In contrast, 83 percent found insults leveled by Trump 
at others, including President Obama and President Clinton.  The insults respondents listed were 
not confined to policy disagreements, for instance, some took offense at Trump’s reference to 
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Obama’s penchant for playing golf. Additionally, respondents noted that Trump attacked the 
Chinese government, Rosie O’Donnell, Mexicans, Muslims, the media, women, a former Miss 
Universe, NATO, and Supreme Court Justice Ginsburg, among others. In both comments about 
Trump as well as others, Clinton insulted politicians and policies while Trump insulted policy 
but groups and individually more broadly. 

 
The final open-ended question that merits discussion here concerns respondents’ views on 
whether candidates answered the questions posed by the moderators.  The NICD standards called 
for candidates to answer the questions being asked by the moderator and for the moderators to 
hold candidates accountable for false statements or uncivil behavior.  Respondents rated both 
candidates poorly on this matter, but were generally more critical of Trump.  The respondents 
discussed Clinton’s avoidance of questions about her use of an email server while at the State 
Department, but most comments by those surveyed focused on Trump.  As one respondent 
noted, this accountability to answering questions was “not really possible to do so with Trump.”  
Others stated similar concerns about the way in which Trump avoided responding to several 
questions dealing with issues such as the release of tax returns, race relations, abortion, how he 
was going to bring jobs back to the country, acceptance of the outcome of the election, and 
acknowledging that President Obama was born in the United States. 

 
 

Comparisons to Past Debates 
 
In addition to coding civility and incivility in the 2016 elections, we had a pair of students read 
transcripts of prior years’ presidential debates and to measure these debates according to the 
NICD civility standards.  The students listed violations of the standards for each debate from 
1976 through 2012, as well as for the 1960 debates.  Just as the 2016 students varied in their 
interpretation of what “insults” were or of other civility or incivility measures, so these two 
students differed somewhat in their interpretation of candidate comments.  Yet both agreed on 
the most flagrant violations of the standards, and the response give us a general sense not only of 
which past debates were more civil than others, but of how 2016 compared to these years. 
 
Overall, the 2016 debates featured far more incivility than any previous year.  Our coders found 
38 different comments by the candidates that they categorized as being uncivil.  According to 
their measures, however, debate incivility has been rising since 2000.  Averaging the students’ 
measures yields only three clear violations of the standards in 1960; five in 1976, and only two 
each in 1980 and 1984.  The 1988 and 1996 debates stands out as a particularly uncivil set of 
affairs, with eight violations each, while the 1992 debates (perhaps because of the presence of a 
third candidate, Ross Perot) were calmer.  The number of uncivil exchanges increased from four 
in 2000 to twelve in 2004, and then to fifteen in 2008 and 23 in 2012.  The number of 
observations they made about these debates largely corresponds with historical accounts of the 
debates; the debate histories discussed above do single out 1988 and 2004 as years characterized 
by unusually personal exchanges between the candidates, and Benoit’s (2014) coding also 
identifies more attacks in these years. 
 
The nature of the uncivil comments is also far different in the earlier years’ debates.  Most 
insults, for instance, have to do with accusations of duplicity or evasion, characteristics which 
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are often linked with politicians and which are certainly not the worst allegations one can 
imagine in a debate.  They are often made to be clever, to serve as “zingers.”  And the harsher 
personal insults – attacks on an opponent’s character or reference to questionable moral views – 
are often made indirectly.  For instance, Richard Nixon criticized Democrats in a particularly 
circuitous way in 1960, alleging that “President Eisenhower restored dignity and decency, and, 
frankly, good language to the conduct of the Presidency.”  The implication, of course, is that 
Eisenhower’s predecessor (President Truman) had none of these traits, but Nixon does not 
directly say so.  Or in 1976, the harshest exchange occurred during the third debsate, when both 
candidates questioned each other’s vice presidential candidates, and, implicitly, the quality of 
their decision making: 

Carter:  “I don't want to say anything critical of Senator Dole, but I have never heard Mr. Ford 
say that that was his primary consideration – who is the best person I could choose in this 
country to be President of the United States.” 
 
Ford: “I don't mean to be critical of Senator Mondale, but I was very, very surprised when I read 
that Senator Mondale made a very derogatory, very personal comment about General Brown 
after the news story that broke about General Brown. If my recollection is correct, he indicated 
that General Brown was not qualified to be a sewer commissioner. I don't think that's a proper 
way to describe a Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff who has fought for his country for 35 
years. And I'm sure the Governor would agree with me on that.” 

Attacks in subsequent debates are often couched in the words of others – George H. W. Bush 
reprises criticisms made of Bill Clinton during the primaries, and Clinton takes umbrage at 
claims Bush made in campaign advertisements.  In the second debate in 1996, both Clinton and 
Dole spent time describing each other’s insults: 
 
Dole:  “But I must say, I’m a little offended by this word ‘scheme.’ You talked about – last time 
you talked about a risky scheme, and then Vice President Gore repeated it about 10 times in St. 
Petersburg. If I have anything in politics, it’s my word.” 
 
Clinton:  I hope we can talk about what we’re going to do in the future. No attack ever created a 
job or educated a child or helped a family make ends meet. No insult ever cleaned up a toxic 
waste dump or helped an elderly person… we are not well served when we attack each other in a 
kind of an ad hominem way. It doesn’t create jobs. It doesn’t educate children. It doesn’t solve 
problems. We need to be disagreeing on ideas honestly and talking about the future.” 
 
Presidential debates grew less civil in the 2000s, although they are not necessarily remembered 
by the public as being particularly nasty.  The Obama-McCain and Obama-Romney debates, in 
particular, featured a much larger number of unpleasant exchanges than any prior year.  The two 
candidates still stuck to the same sort of patterns as prior debaters – using others’ words to 
criticize their opponents, or framing their attacks as stabs at humor.  The scale here still does not 
compare to the amount of vitriol in 2016, but it is worth asking not only why these debates were 
more bitter, or why they are not remembered as being particularly bitter.  One might attribute the 
contentiousness of these debates to the overall trend toward greater polarization between the 
parties, or perhaps to a perception on the part of candidates that it would be important to generate 
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short soundbites.  The students working on this were using transcripts, not the video of the actual 
debates; many of the harshest claims may look worse on paper than they did on television.  In 
2012, both candidates’ overall pleasant demeanor may have distracted the audience from the 
content of their criticisms of each other.  The increase in incivility indicates that the standards 
did capture realistic concerns about the content of debates – but again, it also suggests that the 
2016 debates were very unlike the debates that served as guidance for what the standards should 
be. 

 
 

Conclusions 
 
How ought presidential debates be reformed to further emphasize civil discourse? The debates 
standards created by NICD point to aspirational yet practical ideals, but they are fraught with 
obstacles. First, “telling people ‘be civil’ does not offer much help.  Rhetors must want to be 
civil and be in a situation where they are able to be civil.  Wanting to be civil implies trust” 
(Rood 2014, 399). Context and environment matter. During an election cycle it can be 
challenging for politicians to see their opponents as anything other than opponents.  

econd, the prioritization of civility can, as Andrew Perrin writes, “keep us from saying 
what we believe is right because we don’t want to offend others” (2014, p. 99).  The ability to be 
frank about one’s views and positions is critically important, especially in a highly public event 
such as a presidential debate, even if that means not being civil (Herbst 2010; Schudson 1997). 
This is particularly true when citizens do not want their candidates or representatives to 
compromise, even when they blame their opponents for not doing so (Wolf, Strachan, and Shea 
2012a).  While debates do not necessarily have to be blatantly confrontation or uncivil, calls for 
embracing characteristics of civility such as commonality, deliberation, inclusiveness, 
provisionality, listening, learning, lateral communication, imagination, and empowerment seem 
like lofty aspirations for presidential debates (Barber 1998, 116-121).  In addition, strategic 
political incivility offers political officeholders and candidates reasons for being uncivil when 
compromise or acquiesce end up being detrimental to them (Emerson et al., 2015; Wolf, 
Strachan, and Shea 2012b).  As Susan Herbst (2010, 124) puts it, “civility and incivility [are] 
strategic assets used by those pursuing specific interests.”  

Third, the polarization of American politics may encourage politicians to “reduce choices to 
stark black-and-white terms” (Edwards 2015, 276).  As part of the “permanent campaign” model 
of governing, political leaders reinforce positions and seek to avoid nuance regarding complex 
issues.  At the heart of deliberative politics is an engagement with complexity while the core of 
presidential debates is to make one’s own argument carry the day, regardless of the method in 
doing so.  As Edwards puts it, “the more campaigning infiltrates into governing, the more we 
should expect the values of a campaign perspective to dominate over values of deliberation” 
(Edwards 2015, 276).  Without an incentive for someone to forgo primarily (or exclusively) 
appealing to one’s partisan base, calls for civility may fall on deaf ears.  

This questionnaire was designed with the goal of determining whether, and how, it might be 
possible to encourage greater civility in presidential debates.  It was developed long before the 
candidates had been selected and the particularly nasty tone of the 2016 election campaign 
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became apparent.  As a consequence, some of the questions here may strike readers as naïve or 
as insufficient for fully grappling with the particularly coarse and vulgar nature of the election.  
Who could imagine, for instance, that one presidential candidate might bring to the debate 
women who had accused his opponent’s husband of sexual assault, or threatened to throw her in 
jail?  In retrospect, it might have been wise to ask about physical gestures or nonverbal instances 
of incivility. Yet these difficulties suggest that it is often hard to develop indices of civility 
across different years’ debate, and they also suggest just how unusual the 2016 election was. 

Despite these limitations, the results here indicate that civility and incivility are partially in the 
eye of the beholder – there were partisan differences in what was deemed to be uncivil, even 
though Donald Trump was deemed to be less civil even by many of those who voted for him.  
They also suggest two widely noted features of Trump’s campaign – some people voted for him 
despite his incivility, while others may have voted for him precisely because of it. 

Finally, do these results say anything about how debates might be conducted differently in the 
future?  We are hesitant to use results to recommend substantial changes in the administration of 
presidential debates.   We do, however, offer two suggestions.  First, the most surprising 
responses on the questionnaire had to do with the moderators.  The performance of debate 
moderators is ruthlessly dissected by the moderators’ colleagues in the media; our questionnaires 
suggest that developing criteria regarding the civility of the moderators can establish a different 
level of accountability that does not necessarily put moderators in competition with each other.  
Second, we found that simply administering a questionnaire regarding civility cause a greater 
awareness among students about what appropriate dialogue in debates should be.  Regardless of 
whether candidates adhere to the standards, using a questionnaire or another prompt that 
emphasizes civility can steer viewers away from simply trying to measure which candidate wins 
or loses. 
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Appendix 1:  Questionnaire Text 
 

Survey on Civility in the 2016 Presidential Debates 
  
Revive Civility is a nationwide campaign led by the University of Arizona’s National Institute 
for Civil Discourse to promote civility in the 2016 election campaigns. The campaign provides 
tools for Americans and leaders to take actions to restore and call for civility in our public 
elections.  

As part of the campaign, NICD is contacting presidential and vice presidential candidates and 
debate moderators, requesting them to engage in civil debates. All candidates and moderators 
will receive NICD’s Standards of Conduct for Debates.  In addition, NICD is working with the 
Presidential Debate Commission to make the Standards of Conducts for Debates part of the 
presidential debate rules. 

 To better understand the impact of NICD’s leadership, it is essential to code the debates in 
accordance with the standards. Do the candidates and moderators uphold the debate standards, 
and if so, how? The purpose of this research project is to help analyze the extent the debate 
standards are upheld. 

This survey is designed to be taken during and after the presidential debate.  In addition to the 
time it takes you to watch the debate, it should take you about twenty minutes to complete. 

 This is an anonymous survey.  Responses cannot be tracked back to the individual 
participants.  Your participation is voluntary.  You may drop out at any time or leave any 
question or questions unanswered.  You should not put any identifying information about 
yourself on the survey. 
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Appendix 2: Survey Questionnaire 

First, we will ask you a series of yes/no questions about civil or uncivil statements made by the 
candidates.  After each question, you will be asked to list examples of what you are talking 
about.  Please be as specific as possible in providing these.  If you are filling out this 
questionnaire during the debate, please list the approximate time in the debate that the action you 
are describing occurred. 

 
1. At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton directly insult Donald Trump? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

2. At any point in the debate did Donald Trump directly insult Hillary Clinton? 
 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

3. At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton insult anyone other than Donald Trump? 
 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

4. At any point in the debate did Donald Trump insult anyone other than Hillary Clinton? 
 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

5. At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton fail to answer questions asked by the 
moderator? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

6. At any point in the debate did Donald Trump fail to answer questions asked by the 
moderator? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

7. At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton admit error in past statements or actions? 
 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
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8. At any point in the debate did Donald Trump admit error in past statements or actions? 
 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

9. At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton take responsibility for the negative 
consequences of any past statements of actions? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

10. At any point in the debate did Donald Trump take responsibility for the negative 
consequences of any past statements of actions? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

11. At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton condemn uncivil statements made by 
Donald Trump?   

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

12. At any point in the debate did Donald Trump condemn uncivil statements made by 
Hillary Clinton?   

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

13. At any point in the debate did Hillary Clinton condemn uncivil statements made or 
uncivil actions taken by her supporters? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

14. At any point in the debate did Donald Trump condemn uncivil statements made or uncivil 
actions taken by his supporters? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 
 
We are also interested in your evaluation of the civility of the moderator(s) of the debate.   
 

15. Did the moderator object to uncivil statements made by either of the candidates? 
 Yes 
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 No 
If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

16. Did the moderator pursue or restate questions when candidates did not respond? 
 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

17. Did the moderator challenge the candidates on any false statements? 
 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “yes”, please list examples. 
 

18. Did the moderator treat the candidate equally in regard to the complexity of the questions 
asked? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “no”, please list examples. 
 

19. Did the moderator try to ensure that the candidates had equal time to speak? 
 Yes 
 No 

 
20. Did the moderator treat the candidates with respect? 

 Yes 
 No 

If your response to this question was “no”, please list examples. 
 

 
Finally, we would like to know a few things about you. 
 

21. Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a: 
 Strong Republican 
 Not very strong Republican 
 Independent who leans Republican 
 Independent 
 Independent who leans Democrat 
 Not very strong Democrat 
 Strong Democrat 
 Other (please specify): 

 
22. Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as (please choose one): 

 Very Liberal 
 Liberal 
 A Moderate who leans Liberal 
 A Moderate 
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 A Moderate who leans Conservative 
 Conservative 
 Very Conservative 
 Other (please specify): 

 
23. Are you a registered voter? 

 Yes 
 No 
 I don’t know 

 
24. Before the debate, which candidate did you intend to vote for? 

 Hillary Clinton 
 Donald Trump 
 Another candidate (please specify) 
 I don’t know 
 I don’t intend to vote in the 2016 election 

 
25. What is your sex/gender? ________________ 

 
26. What is your race / ethnicity? 

 Native American 
 White / Caucasian 
 African American 
 Latino 
 Asian / Asian American / Pacific Islander 
 Other (please specify) 

 
27. How old are you? _________  years 

 
28. What is the highest level of formal education you have completed? Please select only 

one. 
 Less than high school diploma 
 High School diploma 
 Some college / Associate’s degree or technical degree 
 College degree 
 Some graduate education 
 Graduate or professional degree 

 
29. What was your level of annual income in 2015? Please select only one. 

  less than $25,000 
  $25,001 to $50,000 
  $51,001 to $75,000 
  $75,001 to $100,000 
  $100,001 to $150,000 
  More than $150,000 
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Appendix 3:  NICD Standards of Conduct for Debates 
 
Debaters should:  

1. Be respectful of others in speech and behavior 
2. Make ideas and feelings known without intentionally disrespecting others 

o For both (as one category)  Instances where candidates insult each other, or 
others not present  
 

3. Answer the question being asked by the moderator 
o Instances where candidate fail to do this 

 
4. Take responsibility for past and present behavior, speech and actions  

o Admissions of error or fault in past actions 
o Admissions of responsibility for current or past actions that can be seen at all in a 

negative light 
 

5. When faced with incivility, make an effort to stand against it 
o Instances where candidates condemn uncivil statements by their opponent, or 

by others (including their own supporters) 
 
 
Moderators should:  

1. Address uncivil behavior by naming it and moderating the conversation to move 
toward a more respectful dialogue 

o Does moderator object when candidate violates civility provisions above? 
 

2. Hold candidates accountable by challenging each candidate to speak the truth and act 
with integrity 

a. Does moderator pursue question when candidate does not respond? 
b. Does moderator note false statements made? 

 
3. Enforce debate rules equally 

a. Compliance with stated rules regarding speaking time and other 
responsibilities of the moderator, and post-debate comments by the candidates 
on rule violations. 
   

4. Treat all candidates equally in regards to the complexity of questions and debate rules 
 

5. Be respectful when interacting with candidates 
a. Instances of disrespect 
b. Post-debate allegations by the candidates that they were not respected by 

moderators  
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